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Pope Francis celebrates a Mass to open the process that will lead up to the assembly of
the world Synod of Bishops in 2023, in St. Peter’s Basilica at the Vatican Oct. 10, 2021.

By listening to Holy Spirit,
synod can be process of healing

Jesus shows that an encounter has the power to
change someone’s life — “the Gospel is full of such
encounters with Christ, encounters that uplift and
bring healing,” the pope said. In fact, Jesus was
never in a hurry, and he would never have looked
Carol Glatz
at a watch to signal it was time to wrap things up. “He was always
Catholic News Service
at the service of people he met in order to listen to them.”
VATICAN CITY — A synod calls on everyone to become experts
Each encounter requires “openness, courage and a willingness
in “the art of encounter” in a way that is uplifting and transforma- to let ourselves be challenged by the presence and the stories of othtive, Pope Francis said, formally opening the process leading up to ers,” the pope said. It means not hiding behind a facade or stiff forthe assembly of the Synod of Bishops in 2023.
malities indicative of a spirit of clericalism or of courtiers, but it
“Celebrating a synod means walking on the same road, togeth- means being a father.
er” just like Jesus did — encountering,
To that end, the pope said he would be
listening and discerning with all who
meeting a group of people who live on the
one meets, the pope said in his homily at
streets later that day. He said they had
the Mass in St. Peter’s Basilica Oct. 10.
already started meeting because another
“Are we prepared for the adventure of
group of people had gone to listen to
this journey? Or are we fearful of the
them and from there, “they have been
unknown, preferring to take refuge in
able to begin the journey.”
the usual excuses: ‘It’s useless’ or ‘We’ve
Sincere listening involves the heart,
always done it this way?’” he asked.
not just the ears, Pope Francis said. The
Some 3,000 people attended the Mass,
aim is not to be able to answer people’s
including the 270 people — cardinals,
For a Synodal Church …
questions, especially with pre-packaged
bishops, priests, religious and laypeople
communion, participation mission
or “artificial and shallow responses,” but
— invited to the day of reflection in the
to provide an opportunity to tell one’s
In the Diocese of Covington,
Vatican Synod Hall Oct. 9.
story and speak freely.
Bishop John Iffert will open the synod
The weekend of events began the
“Whenever we listen with the heart,
process
with
Mass,
Nov.
7,
10
a.m.
“synodal journey,” which will explore
people feel that they are being heard, not
at the Cathedral Basilica of the Assumption,
the theme, “For a synodal church: comjudged; they feel free to recount their own
Covington.
munion, participation and mission.”
experiences and their spiritual journey,”
Bishops around the world were to open
he said.
the process in their dioceses Oct. 17. In
Listening to one another “is a slow and perhaps tiring exercise”
the Diocese of Covington, Bishop John Iffert will open the synod but it must be done, including listening to “the questions, concerns
process with Mass, Nov. 7, 10 a.m. at the Cathedral Basilica of the and hopes of every church, people and nation,” and to the “chalAssumption, Covington. The diocesan phase, which runs until lenges and changes” that world presents, he added.
April, will focus on listening to and consulting the people of God.
Encountering and listening “are not ends in themselves” where
In his homily, the pope said they should begin the synodal everything stays the same, but must lead to discernment, he said.
process “by asking ourselves — all of us, pope, bishops, priests, reli“Whenever we enter into dialogue, we allow ourselves to be chalgious and laity — whether we, the Christian community, embody lenged, to advance on a journey. And in the end, we are no longer
this ‘style’ of God, who travels the paths of history and shares in the the same; we are changed,” he said.
life of humanity.”
The synod is “a journey of spiritual discernment that takes
The day’s Gospel reading (Mk 10:17-30) of Jesus setting out on a place in adoration, in prayer and in dialogue with the word of God,”
journey and encountering a rich man offers just one example of the pope said.
how Jesus “walks alongside people and listens to the questions and
Discernment is what lights the way and guides the synod, “preconcerns lurking in their hearts,” he said. “He shows us that God is venting it from becoming a church convention, a study group or a
not found in neat and orderly places, distant from reality, but walks political congress, but rather a grace-filled event, a process of healever at our side.”
ing guided by the Holy Spirit,” Pope Francis said.
Celebrating a synod, he said, means walking on the same road as
Like he asked the rich man in the Gospel reading, Jesus is askothers and living out the “three verbs” that characterize a synod: to ing everyone “to empty ourselves, to free ourselves from all that is
encounter, listen and discern.
worldly, including our inward-looking and outworn pastoral mod“We too are called to become experts in the art of encounter. Not els, and to ask ourselves what it is that God wants to say to us in this
so much by organizing events or theorizing about problems as in time and the direction in which he wants to lead us,” he said.
taking time to encounter the Lord and one another,” to devote time
Pope Francis wished everyone “a good journey together! May we
to prayer and adoration, and to listen to what the Holy Spirit wants be pilgrims in love with the Gospel and open to the surprises of the
to say to the church, the pope said.
Spirit.”
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‘Be Not Afraid: Just Have Faith’ Seminarian Education Fund
invites all to support the diocese’s future priests
Laura Keener
Editor

Parishioners will soon receive in their mailboxes an
invitation to support the diocese’s future priests through
this year’s Seminarian Education Fund collection. A letter
from Bishop John Iffert along with a brochure, prayer card
and gift envelope are heading to the post office this week.
The Seminarian Education Fund invites the lay faithful to
support the men who will be, by the of grace God, future
priests for the Diocese of Covington — leading parishes,
celebrating sacraments and being Christ to the people they
are called to serve. The theme for this year’s collection is
“Be Not Afraid: Just Have Faith.”
Currently, the Diocese of Covington has eight men in
formation — Deacon A.J. Gedney, Michael Elmlinger,
Joshua Heskamp, Justin Schwarz, Hank Bischoff, Bradley
Whittle, Michael Schulte and John Baumann. These seminarians will be in town the weekend of Oct. 22–24 for the
annual Seminary Ball, which will be held Oct. 22 at the
Northern Kentucky Convention Center.
The Seminary Ball acts as a social kickoff event for the
Seminarian Education Fund and allows attendees to meet

Deacon A.J. Gedney
4th Year Theology

Michael Elmlinger
3rd Year Theology

Joshua Heskamp
1st Year Theology

Justin Schwarz
1st Year Theology

Hank Bischoff
2nd Year Pre-Theology

Bradley Whittle
2nd Year Pre-Theology

Michael Schulte
1st Year Pre-Theology

John Baumann
Pastoral Year

Seminarian Education Fund
“Be Not Afraid: Just Have Faith”
Announcement weekend
Oct. 23–24
Collection weekend
Oct. 30–31
The seminarians of the Diocese of
Covington thank you for your

priest of Jesus Christ.
“We’re blessed with some really wonderful men that are
in the program and they need our prayers,” said Mr.
Murray. “Their pursuit of a vocation and the discernment
process is one that we all have a part in because we can all

financial and prayerful support.

High School Open Houses
the seminarians. Many parishes sponsor a table at the
Seminary Ball, with pastors inviting parish leaders to join
them in support of the future priests.
During the weekend, the seminarians will visit select
parishes to speak at Masses, thanking parishioners for
their financial and prayerful support.
“We’re looking forward to having the seminarians here
this weekend to help us promote the Ball and the Seminary
Education Fund collection in the local communities,” said
Mike Murray, director, Stewardship and Mission Services.
The Seminarian Education Fund collection will be
taken up in parishes the weekend of Oct. 30–31. Donations
can also be made by mailing a check in the reply envelope
provided in the mailing or online at www.covdio.org.
Mr. Murray said it costs about $58,000 a year for a seminarian to attend seminary. “That’s quite the financial cost
involved with preparing men for the priesthood,” Mr.
Murray said. “We really rely on our faithful of the diocese
to participate within Seminarian Education Fund so that
we have the resources needed to prepare our seminarians
— our future priests.”
Mr. Murray said that his office is ready to help parishes
and other groups in the diocese to promote the Seminarian
Education Fund, “So that every seminarian has the opportunity they need to be formed for their future task,” a

Bishop Brossart High
School, Alexandria
Sunday, Nov. 7,
1–3:30 p.m.
Covington Catholic High
School, Park Hills
Sunday, Nov. 7,
1–4 p.m.
Covington Latin School,
Covington
Sunday, Dec. 5, 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m.
Holy Cross District High
School, Covington
Wednesday, Nov. 10,
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 19,
6:30 p.m.

Newport Central
Catholic High School,
Newport
Wednesday, Oct. 27,
6:30–8:30 p.m.
Notre Dame Academy,
Park Hills
Sunday, Nov. 7, 1–3 p.m.
St. Henry District High
School, Erlanger
Sunday, Nov. 14, 1 p.m.
St. Patrick School,
Maysville
Contact the school to
schedule a tour
Villa Madonna Academy,
Villa Hills
Sunday, Oct. 24, 1–3 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 17, 7 p.m.

be praying for our seminarians and we can all be supporting them financially. Through our support, God willing,
they will realize the fruits of their labor and we will have,
again, an abundance of priests in the future for our faith
community.”

You’re invited
Bishop John Iffert will celebrate
the annual “White Mass”
Thursday, Oct. 28, 6:30 p.m.
at the Cathedral Basilica of the Assumption, Covington
The White Mass gathers the faithful to pray for
God’s blessing upon all who labor in the healing
ministry of the Church, such as physicians, nurses,
aids, technicians, compassionate care ministers,
chaplains, religious, mental healthcare workers and
all men and women serving in the healthcare profession.
A special blessing will be extended to healthcare
workers who have so bravely and compassionately
extend God’s healing ministry to the people in their
care, especially during this time of pandemic.
Reception immediately following in Bishop Howard
Memorial Auditorium (across the street from the
Cathedral). This joyful occasion is coordinated by
the Sts. Teresa of Calcutta and Faustina Guild of the
Catholic Medical Association.
For information, call (859) 392-1500.
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Diocese recognizes couples celebrating milestone
wedding anniversaries — a journey of God’s love
Messenger Staff report

In his June prayer intention video, Pope Francis spoke
about marriage as a life-long journey and a vocation of
love.
“Getting married and sharing one’s life is something
beautiful,” Pope Francis said. “It’s a demanding journey, at
times difficult, and at times complicated, but it’s worth

All Saints Parish, Walton
John and Darlene Ryan, 50
Deacon Paul and Linda Yancey 55
Blessed Sacrament Parish, Ft.
Mitchell
Timothy and Melissa Collins, 25
John and Elinor Comer, 25
Gerald and Suzanne
Deatherage, 25
Eugene and Angela Dinkens, 25
Timothy and Samantha Gieske, 25
Samuel and Joanne Glass, 25
Bradley and Christine Good, 25
Kevin and Jeanine Horner, 25
Kenneth and Nicole James, 25
Spencer and Judith Johnson, 25
Brian and Mary Ruth Kessans, 25
John and Marcye Lange, 25
David and Joan Mangeot, 25
Jeffrey and Michelle
Marksberry, 25
Jason and Suzanne Mullins, 25
John and Heather Quast, 25
Tracy and Rachel Read, 25
Ronald and Deborah Schultz, 25
Ray and Judith Schwab, 25
Scott and Andrea Shelton, 25
Sean and Beth Sweeney, 25
Denzil and Gretchen Troxell, 25
Victor and Pam Victoria, 25
Ted and Chris Zalla, 25
William and Antonietta
England, 50
Michael and Janet Erion, 50

Donal and Ann Gaynor, 50
Ronald and Mary Graziani, 50
Gary and Darlene Heil, 50
Thomas and Anne Krallman, 50
Ed and Karen Kuhlman, 50
Richard and Anne Meyer, 50
Raymond and Janet Cahill, 60
David and Carol Hentz, 60
David and Susan Lohre, 60
Glenn and Mary Aurelia Rice, 60
Bernard and Connie Dressman, 61
James and Charlene O’Connell, 61
Robert and Joan Trame, 61
James and Anita Ward, 61
Paul and Joan Best, 62
Lawrence and Mary Bischoff, 62
Ralph and Margaret Bishop, 62
Ralph and Marianne Carr, 62
Francis and Jean Decker, 62
Ronald and Olivia Dermody, 62
Walter and Julia Gieske, 62
Martin and Mary Agnes Haas, 62
Frederick and Mary Jo Boerger, 63
Richard and Marianne Ellis, 63
Louis and Ann Fritz, 63
Morgan and Carol Moore, 63
John and Elizabeth Winstel, 63
Edward and Elizabeth
Dornbusch, 64
Donald and Dolores Hellmann, 64
James and Stella Konerman, 65
Richard and Mary Ann Menke, 65
Leo and Maureen Meyers, 65
Leo and Patricia Salzman, 65

Almighty and eternal God,
You blessed the union
of married couples
so that they might reflect
the union of Christ
with his Church:
look with kindness on them.
Renew their marriage covenant,
increase your love in them,
and strengthen their bond of peace
so that, with their children,
they may always rejoice
in the gift of your blessing.
We ask this
through Christ our Lord.

making the effort. And on this life-long journey, the husband and wife aren’t alone — Jesus accompanies them.
“Marriage isn’t just a ‘social’ act; it’s a vocation that’s
born from the heart; it’s a conscious decision for the rest of
one’s life that requires specific preparation.
“Please, never forget this. God has a dream for us —
love— and He asks us to make it our own. Let us make our

own the love which is God’s dream for us.”
Each year the Diocese of Covington recognizes those
couples who have made the marriage journey their own
and are celebrating milestone anniversaries — 1 year, 25,
50, and 60-plus years of marriage. Congratulations to all
and may the good Lord continue to bless and keep you.

Thomas and Sharon Wynn, 25
Thomas and Patti Hemsath, 50
Paul and Mary Wright, 50
Gerald and Sharon Cruey, 60
Harold and Diane Neff, 60
Frank and Suzanne Groneck, 61
Donald and Joyce West, 61
F. Richard and Trudy Bezold, 62
George and Marcelline
Deitmaring, 62
Ray and Clare Kentrup, 62
James and Mary Jane Knasel, 63
Doug and Diane Vogelsang, 65
Don and Pat Dodson, 66
John and Alice Lowry, 66
An and Nhung Tran 73

1 Cor 13:4
Edward and Carol Whitehead, 65
Barry and Margaret Buckley, 66
Robert and Jean Longshore, 66
Jerome and Johanna Stegman, 66
Roger and Elaine Sutton, 66
Eugene and Glenda Burns, 67
James and Mary Jean Koors, 68
Stewart and Joy Riche, 69
Carl and Rita Arlinghaus, 70
John and Grace Rademacher, 70
Charles and Virginia Yancey, 70
St. Mary’s Cathedral Basilica of
the Assumption, Covington
John Comer and Elinor
Robke-Comer, 25
Timothy and Samantha Gieske, 25
Paul and Mary Hemmer, 25
David and Geri Weller, 25
R.Thomas and Sheila Horan, 50
Dan and Barbara Reeder, 50
George and Mary Donovan, 61

Robert and Carolyn Schultz, 61
Terrence and Mary Hughes, 62
Ralph and Joan Arnsparger, 63
Cristo Rey Parish, Florence
David and Laura Sanchez, 25
German and Aida Recalde, 65
Divine Mercy Parish, Bellevue
Michael and Linda Faust, 25
Chris and Vanessa Groneck, 25
Thomas and Bettye McKinstry, 25
James and Roberta
Brandenburger, 50
Gerald and Phyllis Krentz, 50
Paul and Barbara Grunenwald, 60
Jerry and MaryLou Schneider, 67
Ralph and Marjorie Scheller, 68
Albert and Shirley Bricking, 70
Holy Cross Parish, Latonia
Allen and Deanna Singer, 25

Cemetery Visitations
Bishop John C. Iffert will led a prayer service to
pray for loved ones who have died this year and
for all deceased family and friends interred in
diocesan Catholic cemeteries.
Saturday, October 30
St. John Cemetery, Ft. Mitchell, 12:30 p.m.
St. Mary Cemetery, Ft. Mitchell, 1:15 p.m.
St. Stephen Cemetery, Ft. Thomas, 2:15 p.m.

Holy Spirit Parish, Newport
Ronald and Melissa Barth, 25
Brian and Kelly Kane, 25
Jon and Karen Minzner, 25
Joseph and Carol South, 25
Michael and Deborah Dutle, 50
Rich and Verna Pulsfort, 50
Jeffery and Cheryl Radwanski, 50
Dennis and Mary Jo Hoffman, 60
Jim and Helen Caldwell, 65
Thomas and Patricia
Bankemper, 66
Immaculate Heart of Mary
Parish, Burlington
Anthony and Dawn Beimesch, 25
Christopher and Angela Drew, 25
Matthew and Lisa Goetz, 25

Steve and Jane Heffernan, 25
Daniel and Vivian Hogan, 25
Daniel and Pamela Klear, 25
Robert and Susan Lind, 25
Paul and Julie Spellman, 25
William and Lisa Steimer, 25
James and Suzanne Strawn, 25
Donald and Cecilia Bramley, 50
Mark and Margaret Hanlon, 50
Ken and Barb Lemberg, 50
Timothy and Mary Lenihan, 50
James and Marilyn Mirick, 50
Jay and Mary Lou Bond, 60
Jim and Jean Storer, 60
Gary and Patricia Eglian, 61
Tony and Nancy Gallo, 61
William and Marlene Grant, 61
Jerry and Marita Maher, 61
David and Anita Vilter, 61
William and Jo Ann Bay, 63
John and Barbara Dimuzio, 64
Donald and Charlotte
Wiesmann, 64
Harold and Marjorie
Zimmerman, 66
Thomas and Nancy Hoppius, 67
Ernest and Irene Oquendo, 67
Albert and Antoinette
Brueggeman, 68
Leon and Carol Kruep, 68
George and Rosemarie
McGlone, 68
Gerald and Mary Brandewie, 69
Robert and Julia Greene, 69
(Continued on page 6)

Bishop’s
Schedule

Oct. 26
Episcopal Council meeting,
9:30 a.m.
St. Patrick School, Maysville, art
student visit, Curia, 10 a.m.

Nov. 1
Mass in observance of All Saints
Day, All Saints Parish, Walton,
6 p.m.

Red Mass, Mother of God
Church, Covington, 5 p.m.

Nov. 2
Episcopal Council meeting,
9:30 a.m.

Oct. 28
Society of St. Vincent de Paul,
10 a.m.

Nov. 3
Confirmation, Sts. Peter and
Paul Parish, California, 7 p.m.

White Mass, Cathedral Basilica
of the Assumption, Covington,
6:30 p.m.

Nov. 4
Confirmation, Immaculate Heart
of Mary Parish, Burlington,
7 p.m.

Oct. 31
Mass, St. Augustine Parish,
Covington, 11 a.m.
Thomas More University, Mass,
Mary Seat of Wisdom Chapel,
8 p.m.

Nov. 5
Mass, St. Thomas School,
Ft. Thomas, 8:15 a.m.
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COMMENTARY

Different ways of being spiritual but not religious
“Nothing so much approximates the language of God
as does silence.” Meister Eckhart said that. Among other
things, he is affirming that there is some deep inner work
that can only be done in silence, alone, in private.
He’s right of course, but there’s another side to this.
While there is some deep inner work that can only be
done in silence, there is
also some deep, critical,
IN EXILE
soul work that can only be
done with others, in relationship, in family, in
church and in society.
Silence can be a privileged
avenue to depth of soul. It
can also be dangerous.
Ted Kaczynski, the
Unabomber, lived in
silence, alone, as have
many other deeply disturbed individuals. Mental
Father Ron Rolheiser
health professionals tell us
that we need interaction
with other people to keep us sane. Social interaction
grounds us, balances us and anchors our sanity. I look at
some of our young people today who are interacting with
others (in person and through social media) every hour of
their waking lives and worry for their depth, though not
for their sanity.
We need each other. Jean-Paul Sartre once famously
stated, “hell is the other person.” He couldn’t be more
misguided. In the end, the other is heaven, the salvation
for which we are ultimately destined. Utter aloneness is
hell. Moreover, this malevolent aloneness can sneak up
on you wearing the best altruistic and religious disguises.

Here’s an example: I grew up in a very close-knit family in a small rural community where family, neighbor,
parish and being with others meant everything, where
everything was shared, and you were rarely alone. I
feared being alone, avoided it, and was only comfortable
when I was with others.
Immediately after high school, I joined a religious
order, the Oblates of Mary Immaculate, and for the next
eight years lived in a large community where, again,
most everything was shared and one was seldom alone.
As I approached final vows and permanent commitment
to religious life and priesthood, what I feared most was
the vow of celibacy, the loneliness it would bring — no
wife, no children, no family, the isolation of a celibate life.
Things turned out very differently. Celibacy has had
its cost, admittedly; and admittedly it is not the normal
life God intended for everyone. However, the loneliness I
feared (but for brief moments) seldom ensued — the
opposite. I found my life overly full of relationships, interaction with others, flat-out busyness, daily pressures and
commitments that took up virtually every waking hour.
Rather than feeling lonely, I found myself almost habitually longing for solitude, for quiet, to be alone, and I grew
quite comfortable with being alone. Too comfortable in
fact.
For most of the years of my priesthood, I have lived in
large religious communities and they, like any family,
have their demands. However, when I became president of
a School of Theology, I was assigned to live in a house
designated for the president and for a period of time lived
alone. At first, I found it a bit disorienting, never having
lived alone before; but after a while it grew on me. I really
liked it. No responsibilities at home to anyone but myself.
Soon enough though, I perceived its dangers. After one

year I ended the arrangement. One of the dangers of living alone and one of the dangers of celibacy, even if you
are living faithfully, is that you don’t have others to call
you out daily and put every kind of demand on you. You
get to call your own shots and can avoid much of what
Dorothy Day called “the asceticism of living inside a family.” When you live alone, you can too easily plan and live
life on your own terms, cherry-picking those parts of
family and community that benefit you and avoiding the
difficult parts.
There are certain things that begin as virtues then
easily turn into a vice. Busyness is an example. You sacrifice being with your family in order to support them by
your work and that keeps you from many of its activities.
Initially, this is a sacrifice — eventually, it’s an escape, an
inbuilt dispensation from having to deal with certain
issues inside family life. Vowed celibacy and priesthood
court that same danger.
We all know the expression, “I am spiritual but not
religious” (which we apply to people who are open to
dealing with God but not open to dealing with church).
However, we struggle with this in more ways than we
might think. At least I do. As a vowed, celibate priest, I
can be spiritual but not religious in that, for the highest
of reasons, I can avoid much of the daily asceticism
demanded of someone living in a family. However, this is
a danger for all of us, celibate or married. When, for
every kind of good reason we can cherry-pick those parts
of family and community we like and avoid those parts
we find difficult, we are spiritual but not religious.
Oblate Father Ron Rolheiser is a theologian, teacher,
and award-winning author.

The antidote to worry
Somewhere along the way, after a long life and many
interesting happenings and experiences, I concluded a few
days ago that “worry” is worthless.
Then, while running a bill-paying and grocery errand on
the very day of this writing, something strange happened. I
left the Spectrum cable
office after completing that
ALONG THE WAY
monthly payment leg of the
trip, hopped in my car and
headed for Aldi’s market.
While on my way to a traffic
light, I spotted a little red,
“Burlington” shopping cart
in the middle of the parking
lot’s exit lane. It was apparently ownerless and easy to
see, so I drove on by. It only
took about 20 feet for me to
pause, look back at the
obstacle and wonder if I
Ray Smith
should at least get it out of
the way.
There were stiff winds at the time that no doubt blew it
there, but from where? Burlington Coat Factory is a few
busy, heavily-traveled blocks away. Why should I worry
about it? Not my fault! Then I imagined a driver swerving
to miss the cart or slamming on the brakes and a young
child being banged around inside the car. What if the wind
blows it through a window? What if it was stolen and I
walk through the store’s front door with it and that little
white alarm gizmo attached to it goes off ? Should I take the
time? I am, after all, running a little late. I also pictured it
still there in the dark just waiting to trip up a person of any
size.
The above is called worry and the incident caused me to
withdraw my “worthless” label and to rethink my bold con-

demnation of worry — a thoroughly studied fact of life and
the subject of serious research, I have discovered. It took no
time for me to conclude that worry has an important place
in the universe, especially when it prompts one to act in a
positive, helpful way. Since you’re dying to know, I cautiously returned the like new, red shopping cart to the store without incident and the surprised store clerk-recipient said,
“Thanks!”
Bruce Levin, MD, a Pennsylvania psychiatrist and psychoanalyst, says that “sometimes worry is a good thing and
if there is an actual threat then there is something to worry
about. For example, if you run into a bear in the woods.” In
such cases, he says, “not worrying may be more of a problem than to worry.” In a nutshell, he concludes that
“Worrying doesn’t always deserve such a bad rap.
Sometimes worry is a good thing.”
I further found that to worry excessively is to “give way
to anxiety or unease”; allowing one’s mind to dwell on difficulty or troubles, such as “he worried about his soldier sons
in the war” or “I began to worry whether I had done the
right thing.” Worry has many synonyms: to wit, concerning, alarming, worrisome, daunting, perturbing, trying,
anguish, apprehension, annoyance, disturbance, heartache,
irritation, perplexity, torment, trial, uncertainty, misgiving,
vexation and many more.
On the other hand, “worry” has its beautiful and encouraging antonyms, such as: calmness, certainty, cheer, comfort, confidence, happiness, joy, pleasure, sureness, trust,
unconcern, calm, contentment, peace, reassurance and
many more.
Actually, my brief research did unveil worry’s worthless
side when it becomes “a chain of thoughts and images, negatively affect-laden and relatively uncontrollable. It represents an attempt in mental problem-solving on an issue
whose outcome is uncertain but contains the possibility of
one or more negative outcomes. Consequently, worry

relates closely to the fear process” (Borkovec, Robinson,
Pruzinsky and DePree, 1983).
Strictly between us, are you a “Worry Wart” or a
“Nervous Nelly?” The internet’s “WebMD” says that if you
“constantly fret about everything and anything from your
health to how you are perceived at work to whether or not a
terror strike is imminent you may be worrying your life
away.
This excessive worry doesn’t just affect your mental
health, it also can wreak havoc on your physical wellbeing.” WebMD spoke with experts about the “reasons
some of us worry excessively and ways to break this cycle
and retain your life.”
In his book, “The Worry Cure: 7 Steps to Stop Worry
From StoppingYou,” Robert L. Leahy, PhD., explores the
reasons “why some people are so prone to ‘what if disease’
while others merely worry about something when it happens.” Can’t help mentioning “Old Abe’s” poignant words
of wisdom predicting that “95 percent of the things we
worry about happening never happen.”
In his book, Dr. Leahy offers 9 Worry-Busting Steps. I
name them here hoping that you find his list of steps interesting enough to obtain the book so that it might be helpful
for yourself and/or others someday:
1) Make a list of your worries.
2) Analyze the list.
3) Embrace uncertainty.
4) Bore yourself calm.
5) Make yourself uncomfortable.
6) Stop the clock.
7) Remember that it’s never as bad as you think it will
be.
8) Cry out loud.
9) Talk about it.
I would be sadly remiss to ignore the fact that each of us
children of God have a guaranteed, 24/7 “ace in the hole,” if
(Continued on page 11)
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COMMENTARY

Master, I want to see
The readings for the thirtieth Sunday in Ordinary
Time — Cycle B are: Jeremiah 31:7-9; Hebrews 5:1-6
and Mark 10:46-52.
“Master, I want to see.” Who cannot but be moved at the
powerful, affecting longing of Bartimaeus in the Gospel
when the Lord asks him, “What do you want you me to do
for you?” As we contemplate this scene, we are surely
aware that it has multiple levels of meaning.
Surely, the man wanted his biological sight restored,
but it is also clear that he wants something more. After all,
he is not making this
request of some run-ofGO AND GLORIFY
the-mill local with a reputation for healing, but
Jesus Christ — the Son of
God — and the Messiah.
Even if all the man wanted was a physical healing,
it seems unlikely that such
is all that the Lord would
have left him with.
I think the longing for
sight
articulated
by
Bartimaeus is longing to
see beyond the physical
Father Phillip DeVous
and the mere material, but
a longing of soul to see
into the deep truth of reality itself. There is a profound
desire of the human heart and intellect that longs to see
deeply into reality. It is a desire that will not be satisfied by
the mere superficial. It is a desire to gaze into reality in
hopes of finding that something real and stable — even
eternal — is there.
This encounter between the blind man and Jesus is
meant to draw us into that reality. A reality, I think, that
can be accurately described as the theological virtue of
faith — a grace received and a grace lived.
As the theologian and prolific spiritual director, Msgr.
Luigi Guissani, has explained: “Faith is recognizing an
exceptional Presence, and adhering to what that Presence
tells you about himself. Faith is a judgment — not an emotion — that affirms a reality, a Mystery, and your own limitation before it.”
In this present age the grace and virtue of faith is much
maligned. We inhabit an age that is ruled in both thought
and speech by a reductive scientism. While there are many
ways one might describe this ideology of scientism, fundamentally, it is a reduction of the whole of reality to the
material; to politically and socially vetted and accepted
“facts” that are in service to comfort, safety and wellbeing.
C.S. Lewis described it as the proposition that the scientific method represents the SOLE means of understanding ALL of reality. Such a notion would reduce a profound
experience, like that of love, to the mere firing of neurons.
This reductive perspective feels like a man going blind and
calling the encroaching darkness enlightenment.
Perhaps now, because the secularistic-hedonistic cultural hegemon is now upon us, we appear — at least at the
level of culture and society — to be losing our ability to
recognize the “exceptional Presence” at the center of reality. We are going spiritually and intellectually blind!
Tragically, many Christians blinded by the age’s
malign, reductionist influences are also losing the ability
to recognize and affirm this exceptional presence of Jesus
Christ among us: Christ’s presence in the Eucharist;
Christ’s presence in his Word; Christ’s presence in his
Divine Mercy; Christ’s presence in the vulnerable — the
unborn, poor, sick and suffering; Christ’s presence in his
body — the Church.
This inability to see reality correctly and deeply — a
vision that the grace of faith affords — is deranging us. We
have greater technological resources than ever, but a growing paucity of spiritual and moral resources. This puts me
in mind of the observation made by the novelist, philosopher, and medical doctor, Walker Percy, when he said, “you
live in a deranged age — more deranged than usual,
because despite great scientific and technological
advances, man has not the faintest idea of who he is or
what he is doing.”
(Continued on page 17)

Are we like flocking birds?
Let’s try something, just for fun.
In a moment I’m going to ask you to put this issue of
the Messenger newspaper down and recite the Nicene
Creed. All by yourself. Out loud. You can record yourself
doing it with your phone if
you want to, and then you
BELIEVE, TEACH,
can watch it later with a
PRACTICE
written copy of the creed
in front of you so you can
see how well you did.
That’s the point of this
little exercise — to see
how well you know our
Creed. After all, we recite
it every Saturday and
Sunday at Mass. Some of
us have been doing it for
90-plus years. I understand
that there have been some
changes in that time, but
Deacon Timothy Britt
this is something we
should be able to do. So go
ahead, put your newspaper down and recite the Nicene
Creed. I’ll wait…
…How did you do? Were you able recite it from “I
believe in one God” all the way to “Amen” without making a mistake? Without forgetting a word or stumbling
over which phrase comes next? If so, good for you. If you
flubbed it up, well, welcome to the club!
I invited you to do this because, to be honest, sometimes, I mess up when I recite the Creed at Mass. Luckily,
as a deacon, I’m always up in the sanctuary with a full-

fledged priest standing at my left-hand to get me back on
track. Otherwise, I’m liable to start out reciting the
Nicene Creed and finish with the Gettysburg Address.
And to tell you the truth, I think this is one of the reasons why church is the way it is. It’s got something to do
with all of us keeping each other in-line, whether we’re
professing our faith at Mass or living our faith in the
community.
We are, in a sense, like flocking birds. These are birds
that fly in large, erratically shaped masses, such as starlings, shorebirds and blackbirds. They often fly at speeds
of 40-plus miles per hour, and in dense groups of 10,000 or
more; the space between them may be only a bit more
than their body length. Yet they can make amazing arial
maneuvers, sharp turns and sudden dives, that appear to
be conducted entirely in unison.
For thousands of years people have been watching
these birds and wondering how they do it. Today, biologists say that each individual bird very carefully watches
the 6 or 7 birds around it— birds to their left and right,
above and below and, of course, that one in front. They
watch these birds for cues as to adjustments in their
speed and direction. And, like I said, these adjustments
seem to be made in the blink of an eye, the whole flock of
thousands of birds flying together as one.
It is the same with us. God made us to be social beings.
We’re safer, happier, more productive in community. We
watch those around us — our families, friends, co-workers, classmates, people who know us, love us and want
what’s best for us. We watch them for cues as to how we
should behave, how to dress, the way we talk, how we
(Continued on page 17)

Celebrating life and giving thanks for
St. Elizabeth Healthcare
Since 1972, Catholics in the U.S. have celebrated
Respect Life month in October. The U.S. Conference of
Catholic Bishops began
this month-long program
GUEST
to promote respect for
human life in light of our
intrinsic dignity as having
been created in God’s
image and likeness and
called to an eternal destiny with God.
As we celebrate
Respect Life month this
year, it seems timely to
include in our prayers the
administration and entire
workforce of our St.
Elizabeth Healthcare sysSister Mary Kay
tem who have cared for
Kramer, C.D.P.
our community since
1861. From the ravages of the Civil War to our present
day challenge of the COVID-19 pandemic, St. Elizabeth
has expanded services, recruited outstanding staff,
served the poor and immigrants, and saved the lives of
untold numbers of sick people. I gratefully count myself
among those who have been restored to health by the loving and professional care provided by St. Elizabeth staff.
My own story is just one among the thousands that
can be told by those who have been restored to good
health because of St. Elizabeth Healthcare. While I was in
graduate school in New Mexico, I began having symptoms which I could no longer ignore or pass off as simply
graduate student fatigue or altitude adjustment difficulties. On Oct. 4, 1998, the Feast of St. Francis, I was participating in a celebration at the Franciscan Mission in St.
Michael, Arizona. My symptoms of fatigue and shortness
of breath became so severe that I had to leave prior to the
end of the celebration. Fast-forward two weeks, and after
an initial evaluation at the University of New Mexico
Hospital, I was admitted to St. Elizabeth for a biopsy of a
mass in my chest.
Suffice it to say, all did not go as planned for my “just
one day admission,” and I spent a month in the hospital,
including several days in the ICU, during which I exceed-

ed the “seven-tube rule.” Health care providers have been
known to say if a patient has more than seven tubes in
their body, they are really sick. So I was really sick.
I had constant prayers, love and attention from my
Sisters, family members and friends, even an ICU anointing of the sick from our beloved Bishop William Hughes.
I also received outstanding care from every person who
interacted with me at St. Elizabeth. By the end of
October, we knew I had cancer, specifically non-Hodgkin’s
Lymphoma. My team, including Dr. Bill Danneman and
Dr. Peggy McDannold, had a treatment plan in place,
which, we prayed, would give me a pretty good chance of
getting into remission. During that month-long hospital
stay, no matter how poorly I felt, no matter my disbelief
that I, a young and healthy person had cancer, no matter
how much I did not want to do what “the doctor ordered,”
and no matter how cantankerous I was, the staff consistently and competently cared for, encouraged, put up
with, and prayed for me.
Now, 23 years after my diagnosis, I am alive and
healthy, and a grateful employee of St. Elizabeth. I know
first-hand that St. Elizabeth respects life from conception
to natural death. During this Respect Life Month, as
many of you reflect on your own serious illness, or your
experience of childbirth in our St. E. Family Birth Place,
or any care you have received from St. Elizabeth, please
pray for all associates of St. Elizabeth, for their peace of
mind and heart, and for their good health as they continue caring for our community during the pandemic.
Pray for them to find laughter and beauty in each day,
no matter how difficult the days are. Pray that they will
find solace in these words from the letter of St. James:
“My brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of
any kind, consider it nothing but joy,
“because you know that the testing of your faith produces endurance;
“and let endurance have its full effect,
“so that you may be mature and complete, lacking in
nothing” (James 1:2).
Divine Providence Sister Mary Kay Kramer presently
serves as a member of the provincial council. Trained as a
nurse-midwife and family nurse practitioner, she went on to
receive a doctorate in nursing and continues in ministry at
St. Elizabeth Healthcare and Thomas More University.
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Mary, Queen of Heaven Parish,
Erlanger
Alan and Allison Hicks, 25
Paul and Julie Spellman, 25
Gregory and Karen Czirr, 50
John and Peggy Daugherty, 50
Kim and Kay Malone, 50
Ronald and Elizabeth Riley, 50
Jim and Gail Vogelpohl, 50
Arthur and Roseann Crowe, 60
Jerry and Ruth Stoup, 60
David and Marita Volz, 60
Kenneth and Helenrose
Werner, 60
H. Walter and Jinny
Steigerwald, 61
Richard and Nanette
Zirkelbach, 61
James and Carolyn Garrison, 62
Joseph and Joyce Kunkel, 62
Joyce and Phillip Davis, 64
Gerald and Lois Biedenbender, 65
Richard and Marian Kuchle, 65
Robert and Nancy Roland, 65
Ralph and Marcella Marsh, 66
Carey and Brooke Sauls, 67
Mother of God Parish,
Covington
Alex and Laura Panaro, 1
Derek and Hayley Phelps, 1
Robert and Natalie Ralenkotter, 1
Brady and Alisa Reese, 1
James and Rose Timon, 1
Paul and Ann Marie
Halverstadt, 25
Steve and Jane Heffernan, 25
Joseph and Kathie Schamer, 25
Douglas and Jennifer
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Vonderhaar, 25
Gregory and Marsha Foltz, 50
Lawrence and Helen Heil, 50
R.Thomas and Sheila Horan, 50
David and Kathleen Hrovat, 50
Ronald and Diane Matt, 50
Michael and Nancy Purcell, 50
Charles and Sharon Scheper, 50
Robert and Joyce Tewes, 50
Jerome and Susan Berling, 61
John and Elizabeth Herold, 61
Leonard and Mary Carol Quinn, 63
Wayne and Sylvia Hartke, 64
Jim and Sue Helbling, 64
Richard and Blanche Schuh, 67
Joseph and Dorothy Willett, 67
Ralph and Gloria Kunkemoeller 71
Paul and Margie Klee 72
St. Agnes Parish, Ft. Wright
Alexander and Ashley Gibson, 1
Zachary and Kelsey Koenig, 1
Christopher and Kimberly
Auberger, 25
Ronald and Tammy Beard, 25
John and Karen Burke, 25
John Comer and Elinor RobkeComer, 25
Samuel and Joanne Glass, 25
Lisa and Edwin Hess, 25
John and Mary Beth Huss, 25
Theodore and Tamara
Kluemper, 25
Laura and Richard Likens, 25
Steve and Gina Mitchell, 25
Patrick and Christine Monohan, 25
Andrew and Tami Rees, 25
Mark and Peggy Reisiger, 25
Paul and Jenni Wessels, 25
John and Cindy Berns, 50
Joseph and Karen Fullenkamp, 50

Franklin and Beverly Henn, 50
Charles and Sharon Scheper, 50
Robert and Millie Stoeckle, 50
Martin and Donna Tepe, 50
Robert and Joyce Tewes, 50
Richard and Barbara Traud, 50

Richard and Sharron Rohling, 62
Walter and Martha Witt, 62
Rudy and Margaret Eismann, 63
Carl and Carrie Brueggemann, 64
Paul and Janice Flood, 64
Carl and Anita Schuler, 64

Stephen and Susie Hargett, 50
James and Beth Reeves, 50
Timothy and Linda Sweeney, 50
Billy and Edythe Flaugher, 61
Edward and Jo Ann Hay, 61
Arnold and Brenda Welte, 61

John and Shirley Bradford, 70
St. Barbara Parish, Erlanger
Matt and Taryn Burkhart, 1
Michael and Christina Macht, 1
Mark and Krista Brooks, 25

1 Cor 13:5

Robert and Marcia
Wethington, 50
James and Mary Joan
Eggemeyer, 60
Thomas and Ann Ernst, 60
Michael and Mary Elaine
Higgins, 60
Paul and Carol Ruwe, 60
Charles and Barbara Sutton, 60
Jerome and Barbara Hoffman, 61
Ronald and Marjorie Marshall, 61
William and Janet Rolf, 61
Donald and Irene Mai, 62
Thomas and Julie Resing, 62

Lee and Martha Stauber, 64
Eugene and Martha Bezold, 65
Donald and Diane Russell, 65
Earl and Mary Ann Schuh, 65
Edward and Mary Helen
VonHandorf, 69
Paul and Margie Klee 72
Alvin and Mary Appel 73
St. Augustine Parish, Augusta
Eddie and Anita Groves, 25
Jody and Angie Schweitzer, 25
Jason and Amy Snapp, 25
Frank and Alice Estill, 50

Tom and Alice Welte, 61
John and Juanita White, 67
St. Augustine Parish,
Covington
Dan and Kendal Brue, 25
Mark Cook and Vicki
Davis- Cook, 25
David and Geri Weller, 25
Joseph and Jeannine Brennan, 60
John and Betty Buscher, 60
John and Betty Barton, 61
Gerald and Mary Margaret Bey, 61
Leo and Maureen Meyers, 65

Joseph and Deborah
Broughton, 25
John and Diane Derks, 25
Michael and Tammy Dorgan, 25
Michael and Melissa Echegaray, 25
Chris and Kelly Kerns, 25
Michael and Pamela Klein, 25
John and Denise Mikula, 25
Kevin and Nancy Miller, 25
Jon and Karen Minzner, 25
Ron and Julie Nelson, 25
Robert and Jane Noll, 25
John and Heather Quast, 25
Gary and Tracie Snyder, 25

The Cincinnati Club, The Gardens, The Grand, The Pinnacle
Preferred Caterer at Drees Pavilion
Partner Venues
Cincinnati Music Hall, Contemporary Arts Center,
Devou Event Center, Fort Thomas Armory,
Freedom Center, The New Riff Distillery, Rhinegiest Brewery,
The Center at Fountain Square, Prickel Barn
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Kevin and Audrey Tucker, 25
James and Amanda Vinson, 25
Joseph and Eileen Walter, 25
Joseph and Mary Wesselman, 25
Randy and Mary Dance, 50
Don and Vicki Degenhardt, 50
William and Barbara Goebel, 50
Joseph and Janice Gormley, 50
Douglas and Linda Gunning, 50
James and Jacqueline Koop, 50
Lawrence and Katherine
Schlueter, 50
John and Karen Ward, 50
Joseph and Linda Watson, 50
Arthur and Mary Jo Bryson, 60
Thomas and Patricia Litzler, 60
Bernard and Linda Kaiser, 61
James and Margaret Morgan, 61
Frederick and Virginia Sloan, 61
Donald and Mimi Trenkamp, 61
John and Kathleen Boyle, 63
Harold and Patricia Kelly, 64
Bill and Mary Ann Adkisson, 65
Carl and Marilyn Tillery, 65
Alvin and Mildred Zimmerman, 67
Thomas and Sara Reynolds, 69
Joseph and Peggy Tanner, 70
St. Benedict Parish, Covington
Brian and Heather Volpenhein, 1
John and Karen Burke, 25
Gerald and Joan Edgington, 64
Carl and Marilyn Tillery, 65
Joseph and Mary Briede, 66
St. Bernard Parish, Dayton
Teresa and Gregory Layne, 1
Alexander and Olivia
Wiedeman, 1
James and Mary Krieg, 50
Michael and Alice O’Day, 50
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Wayne and Nancy Hehman, 62
Lawrence and Joan Ludwig, 62
St. Catherine of Siena Parish,
Ft. Thomas
Jonathan and Kaitlyn Carnohan, 1
Brad and Helen Brune, 25
James and Candace Doepker, 25
David and Kelley Glaser, 25
Nathan and Lisa Myers, 25
Peter and Mary Defoe, 50
William and Nancy Wehr, 50
John and Charlene Bankemper, 60
Vernon and Catherine
Grothaus, 60
William and Mary Joyce
Bankemper, 61
William and Peggy Bertelsman, 62
Theodore and Pauline Stoner, 62
James George and Jo Ann
Weyer, 62
Ronald and Carol Ewing, 63
Donald and Betty Gerrein, 63
David and Janice Klocke, 63
Paul and Ann Basham, 64
Bart and Mary Brown, 64
Paul and Lillian Kohrs, 64
Howard and Lucille Bezold, 68
Joseph and Elvera Enzweiler, 69
James and Beverly Stegman, 69
St. Cecilia Parish,
Independence
Marcello and Stefanie Araya, 1
Jarett and Carrie Bach, 1
Robert and Rebekah Bach, 1
Matthew and Allison Bode, 1
Andrew and Julia Megel, 1
Evan and Dana Reynolds, 1
Andrew and Alexis Wood, 1
William and Kristy Ahearn, 25
Rick and Teresa Daugherty, 25
Michael and Angela Davies, 25

Jeff and Jessica Demler, 25
Timothy and Angela Mullins, 25
David and Deborah Reinzan, 25
Michael and Jennifer Robke, 25
David and Terri Stahl, 25
Joseph and Rebecca Paff, 50
Bob and Katherine Saalfeld, 50

Kyle and Lauren O’Hara, 1
Brian and Mary Maley, 25
Mark and Margaret Setters, 25
Scott and Angela Ziegelmeyer, 25
Steve and Karen Crisler, 50
George and Anne Gripshover, 50
John and Charlene Keller, 50

Rich and Holli Young, 25
Louis and Wanda Sendelbach, 50
Leroy and Germaine Kremer, 64
John and Helen Kremer, 67
William and Melrose Guthier 73
St. Joseph Parish, Cold Spring

Joseph and Victoria Sampson, 25
Mark and Heather Schroder, 25
Ted and Gerri Schuh, 25
Roger and Kathryn Schwartz, 25
Sean and Beth Sweeney, 25
Mark and Susan Thieman, 25
Robert and Sue Ellen Traut, 25

1 Cor 13:6

Michael and Diana Walker, 50
Ronald and Cecilia Dennis, 61
Ralph and Theresa
Kordenbrock, 61
John and Mary Weider, 62
William and Betty Waymeyer, 66
Robert and Virginia Ferrell, 67
Gerald and Becky Zimmerer, 69
St. Edward Parish, Cynthiana
Clyde and Judy Hicks, 25
James and Janie Whitehead, 50
A.J. and Helen Ravenscraft, 62
St. Francis Xavier Parish,
Falmouth
Roy and Patty Mains, 50
Richard and Cathi Toth, 50
Joe and Janet Delaney, 60
St. Henry Parish, Elsmere
Andrew and Julia Megel, 1

Frank and Diane Pulsfort, 50
John and Genene Sheridan, 50
Bob and Gerri Wenert, 50
Edward and Jane Aitcheson, 60
Jerome and Phyllis Dattilo, 60
Marjorie and Donald Unkraut, 60
Gary and Sandra Albers, 61
Robert and Patricia Pope, 62
James and Mary Sabelhaus, 63
Paul and Patricia Hahn, 65
Charles and Fay Heringhaus, 65
Jim and Marilyn Overly, 65
Thomas and Hazel Stamm, 67
James and Mary Jean Koors, 68
John and Shirley Bradford, 70
Paul and Alvera Tipton, 70
St. Joseph Parish, Camp
Springs
John and Alesia Kramer, 1
Michael and Kelly Wagner, 25

Thomas and Carrie Belcher, 1
Johnathan and Chelsea
Callahan, 1
Charles and Tricia Goines, 1
Jacob and Lauren Haas, 1
David and Caroline Schuler, 1
Christopher and Consuelo
Simon, 1
Andrew and Krista Stone, 1
Gaby and Jennifer Batshoun, 25
Mark and Kate Beck, 25
Michael and Margaret Braun, 25
Mark and Kristen Buschle, 25
John and Julie Christmann, 25
Michael and Kerry Darwish, 25
Robert and Elizabeth
Halderman, 25
Brian and Nancy Kehoe, 25
Mickey and Michelle Meyer, 25
David and Lisa Moloney, 25
David and Julie Orick, 25
Leroy and Darla Poweleit, 25

John and Dana Wieland, 25
Matthew and Jeanette
Williams, 25
William and Nancy Anderson, 50
Stephen and Janette Bennett, 50
Gary and Patty Chinn, 50
James and Beverly Drye, 50
David and Marilyn Elliott, 50
Ronald and Kathleen Ervin, 50
Carl and Barbara Geiman, 50
Thomas and Teresa Green, 50
George and Joyce Harden, 50
David and Patricia Hehman, 50
R.Thomas and Sheila Horan, 50
Herbert and Mary Jo Kenter, 50
John and Judi Lachenman, 50
James and Kathleen McCann, 50
Jack and Donna Neiser, 50
Gregory and Pamela Rosing, 50
Ronald and Mary Schneider, 50
Mark and Candy Schroder, 50
(Continued on page 8)
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Kenneth and Catherine
Schuchter, 50
Robert and Nancy Sterrett, 50
Stephen and Vickie Trauth, 50
Jerry and Barbara Watts, 50
Terry and Judy Weis, 50
Norbert and Annette
Berberich, 60
Frank and Mary Lou Stratman, 60
Larry and Gayle Voet, 60
Arthur and Estelle Wittrock, 60
James and Brenda Downey, 61
Donald and Judith Griffin, 61
John and Charlene Holtz, 61
Roy and Donna Rauen, 61
Elwood and Pat Schneider, 61
Carl and Mary Jane Kelly, 62
Leroy and Alice Neltner, 62
Richard and Marylee
Vennemann, 62
Henry and Audrey Bosley, 64
Lawrence and Sylvia Uebel, 64
Bernard and Patricia Brossart, 65
Henry and Jacqueline
Gripshover, 65
Paul and Patricia Pitzer, 65
Ed and Ruth Rawe, 65
Joseph and Patricia Wagner, 66
Donald and Ella Hill, 68
Donald and Jo Ann Lutkenhoff, 68
Robert and Rosemary Fischer, 69
Charles and Mary Gerhardstein 71
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Joseph and Agnes Schaiper 77
St. Joseph Parish,
Crescent Springs
Samuel and Sarah Dicken, 1
Nicholas and Julia Love, 1

Sean and Julie Belton, 25
Sarah and Robert Bilott, 25
Walter and Jacqueline Carroll, 25
Karl and Jamie Diebold, 25
Andy and Molly Eisner, 25
John and Jennifer Foust, 25

Christopher and Elizabeth
Schneider, 25
Tom and Amy Schwarber, 25
Joseph and Rhonda Shriver, 25
Rae Jean and Deron Slusher, 25
Anthony and Heidi Starnes, 25

1 Cor 13:7

Charles and Sarah Vanderpool, 1
Mark and Elizabeth
Wurtenberger, 1
Joseph and Stacy Bateman, 25

Nancy and Todd Guenther, 25
John and Stacey Moore, 25
Robert and Jane Noll, 25
Michael and Brenda Pope, 25

Mark and Mary Ann Zalla, 25
Michael and Linda Bauman, 50
Tracey and Chris Breeden, 50
Michael and Marianne Burke, 50
Charles and Barbara Crapser, 50
James and Judith Dusing, 50
Norbert and Marsha Feldhues, 50
Robert and Barbara Graves, 50
Mike and Karen Guidugli, 50
Richard and Mary Jennings, 50
Robert and Sue Kramer, 50
Gerald and Marlene
Moehlman, 50
David and Jeanne Nagle, 50
Daniel and Betty O’Donnell, 50
Conrad and Laverne Schmidt, 50
Michael and Lynn Tomasetti, 50
Dennis and Carol Wright, 50
Harry and Virginia Beck, 62
Robert and Claire Moriconi, 63
Carl and Mary Jo Toebbe, 63
Paul and Victoria Clarke, 64
Wayne and Sylvia Hartke, 64
Joseph and Carolyn Spille, 65
Raymond and Joyce Scheller, 66
Don and Margie Rymarquis, 70
Paul and Charlotte Schwarte 72
St. Mary Parish, Alexandria
Nathaniel and Amanda Davis, 1
Matthew and Marissa Kramer, 1
Ken and Vicky Marhoffer, 1
Andrew and Morgan Miller, 1
Ryan and Lauren Risner, 1
Andy and Ashley Thomas, 1
Terry and Leah Boggs, 25
Wade and Jennifer
Cookendorfer, 25
James and Rebecca Ford, 25
Chris and Jennifer Heiert, 25
Fred and Jennifer Moser, 25
Mark and Cam Smiley, 25

Jim and Angela Wolfe, 25
Conley and Irene Ashcraft, 50
Tim and Kris Barrow, 50
Ernest and Carol Butcher, 50
Fred and Beverly Goodman, 50
Mark and Mary Carol
Groeschen, 50
David and Kathleen Kress, 50
Bob and Joann Morgan, 50
Ron and Kathy Neises, 50
Larry and Donna Pfefferman, 50
Terry and Rosemary Powell, 50
Gary and Linda Robinson, 50
Dave and Mary Runyon, 50
Dick and Julianne Schuck, 50
Mike and Laura Sheanshang, 50
Ken and Deborah Urlage, 50
Ray and Diane Wiehoff, 50
Edward and Anna Woodyard, 50
Bob and Helen Bartlett, 60
Thomas and Ruth Ann
Brueggen, 60
Bert and Sandy Konerman, 60
Bob and Rosemary Clines, 62
Wayne and Betty Dammert, 62
Carl and Mary Jane Kelly, 62
Norb and Charlotte Kramer, 62
Gerald and Laverne Neltner, 62
Paul and Ellen Holtz, 63
John and Pat Hughes, 63
James and Mary Lou Roush, 63
Carl and Patricia Hinkel, 64
Jerry and Jeanne Kremer, 64
Carl and Colleen Mallery, 64
Walter and Phyllis Menetrey, 64
Frank and Dorothy Enzweiler, 65
Dick and Connie Meyer, 65
Allen and Joann Youtsey, 65
Robert and Mary Louise Hill, 67
Jacob and Dorothy Kremer, 68
Larry and Joyce Marksberry, 68
John and Shirley Wetzel, 68
Dan and Martha Witt 73
St. Patrick Parish, Maysville
Bill and Charlene Boggs, 50
Patrick and Linda Gantley, 50
Robert and Margaret Hopkins, 50
Scott and Anne Poe, 50
Charles and Mary Schumacher, 50
Ken and Joanne Pawsat, 60
Stanley and Beverly Hay, 67
St. Patrick Parish, Taylor Mill
Kevin and Kaylynn Cooper, 1
Nathaniel and Hannah Cox, 1
Michael and Audrey Gerrein, 1
Drew and Lauren Konrady, 1
Adam and Brittany Kozerski, 1
Michael and Kelly Reeder, 1
Mark and Elizabeth Ryan, 1
Wendell and Olive Turner, 1
James and Ann Bertram, 25
Mike and Susan Borchers, 25
David and Jeanne Clephane, 25
David and Robin Hite, 25
Patrick and Constance
Pohlgeers, 25
Craig and Kimberly Sanders, 25
Jeff and Stephanie Schultz, 25
Chris and Sherry Seger, 25
James and Jill Sluder, 25

Bob and Katherine Saalfeld, 50
Ronald and Ruth Smith, 50
Earl and Deborah Zion, 50
Norbert and Annette
Berberich, 60
Thomas and Barbara Flesch, 62
Norman and Marilyn
Ziegelmeyer, 62
Dan and Mary Nagle, 64
Donald and Mary Ann Wilson, 64
Kenneth and Lois Grove, 67
Ronald and Mimi Ellinghausen, 70
St. Paul Parish, Florence
Michael and Willadene Collins, 1
Blake and Natalya McMahan, 1
Wahyu and Rachel Wijaya, 1
Daniel and Christine Bode, 25
Jeffrey and Dawn Bowman, 25
Thomas and Tammy Butler, 25
Donald and June Crawford, 25
Carl and Catherine Gillman, 25
Bradley and Christine Good, 25
Thomas and Tricia Grau, 25
Timothy and Julie Hovel, 25
Kevin and Dawn Kappes, 25
Scott and Amy Millay, 25
Paul and Deborah Miller, 25
Steve and Patti Oliverio, 25
David and Deborah Reinzan, 25
Brian and Angela Robinson, 25
Anthony and Tina Schaefer, 25
Brian and Michelle Schlueter, 25
Kenneth and Janet Trimbach, 25
Mark and Lesley Vickers, 25
Daniel and Cynthia Bultman, 50
Robert and Mary Gough, 50
Robert and Mary Anne
Kordenbrock, 50
Dennis and Myra McEvoy, 50
William and Judith Petty, 50
George and Arlene Trumble, 50
Jerry and Marilyn Wisher, 50
Philip and Patricia Yannarella, 50
Richard and Marilyn Hallman, 60
Steve and Judith McDaniel, 60
James and Barbara Carter, 61
Eugene and Wanda Harsch, 61
Richard and Betty Arns, 62
Charles and Susan Timilty, 62
Arthur and Bea Zeis, 62
Gerry and Lucille Dames, 63
Charles and Martha Gadd, 64
Thomas and Rose Junker, 64
Floyd and Carole Cameron, 65
William and Carol Haven, 65
Dana and Donna Smith, 66
Alvin and Olive Willenborg, 66
Richard and Susan Heimbrock, 67
St. Philip Parish, Melbourne
Charles and Judith Bongard, 1
Aaron and Chirstina Greis, 1
Timothy and Katherine Tepe, 1
Timothy and Kimberly Harden, 25
Henry and Nicole Johnson, 25
Norman and Patrice Maus, 25
Timothy and Beth McDonald, 25
William and Pat Frost, 50
George and Joyce Harden, 50
Daniel and Victoria Kraemer, 50
(Continued on page 17)
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PEOPLE AND EVENTS
Celebrating Blessed
Sacrament School’s
Blue Ribbon
(left and right) Kendra
McGuire, superintendent of
schools and Michelle
Ulrich, assistant
superintendent, visited
Blessed Sacrament School,
Ft. Mitchell, to congratulate
them on their 4th National
Blue-Ribbon School of
Excellence Award!
They visited students in
classrooms and the
STREAM Lab and were
the first to tie ribbons by
the Blue-Ribbon
Community banner outside
of school.

Living rosary
(left) Students at
St. Paul School,
Florence, created
and prayed a living
rosary during
October, the month
dedicated to the
rosary. Students
lined the walls of
the church forming
the beads of the
rosary, with
students wearing a
different color
t-shirt to identify
the decades and
parts of the rosary.

Praying the
rosary
(left) In the
Catholic
Church, October
is a month
dedicated to
Mary and the
rosary. At
St. Joseph
School, Crescent
Springs, Deacon
Hudson Henry
led students in
praying the
rosary.

St. Joseph Parish, Cold Spring, PTO Craft
Fair, Nov. 6, 9 a.m.–3 p.m. in Memorial Hall.
Admission $2.

Electronics recycling day at Covington Latin School,
Oct. 26, 2 p.m. Items can be dropped at school this day on
the front steps on Madison Ave. (not inside the school)
from 7 a.m.–1 p.m. Items accepted: LCD monitors, servers,
desktops-networking eEquipment, UPS backups, metal,
phones, printers, copiers, scanners, telephones, calculators, rechargeable batteries, especially lithium ion, anything with a power cord. CRT/bulky monitors/ TVs cost
$20 each cash (the school has to pay if you don’t). E-mail
Stephanie.Tewes@covingtonlatin.org.
Newport Central Catholic High School Open House,
Oct. 27, 6:30 – 8:30 p.m. (join us at any point between these
times). The Open House will feature academic department exhibits along with Fine Arts, athletic and extracurricular activity displays. For details, contact the NCC
Development Office at 292-0001.
The fourth annual Euchre Tournament benefiting
Bishop Brossart High School Mustang basketball will be
held Oct. 28. Optional skins game and other raffles available. Doors open at 5:30 p.m.; games at 7 p.m. Advance
registration is $25 by Oct. 25; walkups $30. Call or text
760-8228.
St. Francis Xavier Parish and the Knights of
Columbus Council Fall Fish Fry, Oct. 29, Nov. 5 and
12, 4 p.m. Carry out ONLY. Masks required and please
practice social distancing in the church hall. Adult
dinners: $13 and $15; children $6. Walk-ins welcome;
pre-order for faster pickup. Call ahead numbers open
at 2 p.m.: 910-6656 or 910-6657.

Are you or someone you know, a Veteran?
Since 2016, the St. Elizabeth Hospice Program
has made an ongoing commitment through
the national We Honor Veterans program, to
recognize the unique needs of veterans and
their families through an annual Veteran
Appreciation Event. Join St. Elizabeth
Hospice Nov. 8, Pioneer Park, Covington, 10
a.m.–1 p.m. for a free drive-thru resource
event honoring and celebrating veterans.
Service recognition certificates, giveaways,
military-themed music and resources for veteran services will be provided. RSVPs kindly
requested for certificate recognition. Contact
natalie.ciulla@stelizabeth.com or call 446-0538
for information.
The 19th annual Bishop Brossart High School
Emerald Gala is Nov. 13, Seither Sports Center, 7
p.m.–12 a.m. The theme for the night is Totally
80s. For information, visit
BBHSGala2021.GiveSmart.com or e-mail
gala@bishopbrossart.org.
St. Bernard and Divine Mercy parishes
14th annual Women’s Tea, Nov. 13, 11 a.m.–2
p.m., Garvey Hall, St. Bernard Church,
Dayton. Presale tickets $10; $15 at the door.
Call (513) 325-3259 or (513) 702-4456.
Men’s Retreat, Nov. 12–14, “Go To Joseph:
Life Lessons for Modern Men” led by Msgr.
Daniel Vogelpohl. Doors open, Friday 4 p.m.,
retreat begins 5:30 p.m.; concludes Sunday following 11 am. Mass. Cost: $175. Registration
deadline, Oct. 29. Call 441-2003 or e-mail
csmith@covdio.org.

Making a rosary
(above) Kindergarten and 1st grade students at Holy Trinity School,
Bellevue, created colorful paper-chain class rosaries. Students
finished the rosaries using the 3D printer in Mrs. Bier’s STREAM Class
to make a cross.
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Papal academy gives U.S. death row chaplain,
TMU alumnus ‘Guardian of Life’ award
With just a few more months until his 70th birthday,
Recinella was at the Vatican to be honored by the Pontifical
VATICAN CITY — Death row inmates in Florida’s prisAcademy for Life and receive its first ever Guardian of Life
ons refer to their 6-foot-by-9-foot cell as their “house,” with
Award during a special evening event Sept. 28. The acadesome having lived in their “house” for 40 years — longer
my was holding its general assembly onsite in Rome and
than one Catholic lay chaplain said he has lived in his famonline Sept. 27-29.
ily home in Tallahassee.
Recinella told Catholic News Service Sept. 28 that, as he
So when Dale Recinella, the lay minister, goes from cell
has moved on to “semi-retirement,” the Church in Florida
to cell to offer pastoral care, religious education and spiriis working to make sure that this ministry continues “in a
tual accompaniment, “we go house to house, cell to cell,
very vibrant and active way” by finding dedicated people
and that’s where we meet them.” These are men and
to follow in his footsteps.
women who cannot come out, “they can’t even come to the
The “much younger man” who has taken over the physchapel,” so the Church must go to them.
ically demanding job of ministry in solitary confinement
prisons is “a former NFL linebacker,” Recinella said.
The inmates “are very excited
that a former pro-football player
would want to come and see
them,” he said. Recinella, a 1974
graduate of Thomas More
College, Crestview Hills, spent
more than 20 years as a successful corporate and finance lawyer.
He said the inmates tease him,
telling him he was fine as their
chaplain until the Church actually got a former football star.
Making sure the men and
women on death row receive consistent care and accompaniment
tells them they are “important to
the heart of the church, and of
course it’s true, that’s why we’re
there,” Recinella said.
Even though he felt called to
take care of people on death row,
CNS photo/Paul Haring
it wasn’t easy, he said.
Dale Recinella, a lay Catholic minister in Florida who works with prisoners on death
Years ago he was assigned to
row, is pictured with his wife, Susan, in Rome Sept. 28, 2021. The Pontifical Academy
be “co-spiritual adviser for an
for Life gave its newly established Guardian of Life award to Recinella, who collaboinfamous serial killer” whose
rates with his wife in the ministry.
victims had often been collegeage women — women the same
Recinella has been serving as a Catholic correctional
age as his daughters at the time.
chaplain for inmates on death row and in solitary confineHe went to an elderly priest for guidance and begged
ment on behalf of the Catholic bishops of Florida for
him: “I can’t do this. Every time I think about his victims,
decades.
I think of my daughters. I can’t.”
Carol Glatz
Catholic News Service
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But the priest told him that as a lay Catholic he had
already committed to God to do this when he was baptized.
He said the priest told him, “It was up to the inmate to
pick who he wanted to accompany him through his death
to remind him that Jesus loves him, and you said ‘yes’ to
that when you received your sacraments of initiation into
the Church, and as you have continued to participate in the
Catholic Church through the sacraments, you have
already said ‘yes.’”
That made it one of the hardest “death watches” he had
to prepare for, he said, but he knew from working with the
inmate that the man had made a genuine statement of
faith when he sang Psalm 23 as he was strapped to the gurney heading for the lethal injection.
People of the Christian faith who believe the death
penalty is permissible ascribe to a kind of “hard justice”
that shows no mercy, he said. “The world wants
vengeance.”
He said it is a blessing and the work of God’s grace that
the Catholic Church has been led — starting with St. John
Paul II to Popes Benedict XVI and Francis — to finally
accept that the death penalty is no longer admissible in the
modern day.
“We’re called to a better way. And I’ve watched this
transformation,” both in the U.S. and other countries, he
said, of “our church trying to lead us out of this pit of
vengeance as the only solution. It is no solution, the only
response to horrible crimes.”
Recinella likened the Church’s evolving stance away
from accepting capital punishment as a last resort to society’s evolution away from using primitive tools for their
needs.
“The pope is saying, as we have left behind chamber
pots instead of indoor plumbing and we have left behind
all these other things, we need to leave this behind. It’s
time to live in our own modern age and we have the
means” to provide highly secure detention, he said, and “to
protect innocent people in society without the state killing
anybody.”
By protecting the life and dignity of these men and
women with alternatives like long-term sentencing, it
gives them all the time they need “to come to God,” especially since it usually takes years of counseling and being
free of addictions “before they were able, with a clear head,
to think about God.”
He said before he began his work in death-row ministry,
he had always heard that “‘the threat of an execution
brings people to God.’ No it doesn’t. It brings them to their
lawyers, to fight not having an execution.”
“It’s actually a distraction and a drain on their energy
to be fighting the death sentence” instead of immediately
coming to terms with how they are going to spend their
time in prison in constructive ways, he said, particularly
in seeking a relationship with God.
The Messenger contributed to this article.
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The antidote to worry
(Continued from page 4)

you will, the constant presence of Jesus Christ in our life,
regardless of how good or bad things are going with us and
our loved ones. Witness the evidence of that promise in
every daily meditation, today’s for example, in Sarah
Young’s inspiring book, “Jesus Calling:”
“Anxiety is a result of envisioning the future without

Me. So the best defense against worry is staying in communication with Me. When you turn your thoughts toward Me,
you can think much more positively. Remember to listen, as
well as to speak, making your thoughts a dialogue with Me.
“If you must consider upcoming events, follow these
rules:
“1) Do not linger in the future, because anxieties sprout
up like mushrooms when you wander there.
“2) Remember the promise of My continual Presence;

Fall
Bob Piccola, CGR
602 Taylor Ave., Bellevue KY 41073
Ph: 859-491-8926 Fx: 859-491-9436
www.piccolaconstruction.com

include Me in any imagery that comes to mind. This mental
discipline does not come easily, because you are accustomed
to being god of your fantasies. However, the reality of My
Presence with you, now and forevermore, outshines any
fantasy you could ever imagine. (10-17-21)”
“The Lord replied, My Presence will go with you. And I
will give you rest.” — Exodus 33:14
Ray Smith is a commissioned Lay Pastoral Minister for
the Diocese of Covington.

Fix-up

Family business supporting family values of life & marriage.
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Teaching children to pray provides ‘oxygen for the soul’
David Cooley
Messenger Contributor

Being someone’s mother or
father is a great blessing, but parenthood also comes with a lot of
responsibilities. Of course with
infants, parents are primarily
responsible for making sure all
the baby’s basic needs are met and
that he or she is getting all the love
that they need to grow. But, as
children get older, parents continue to be the first and most important teachers.
Parents teach their children
how to walk, how to read, how to
add and subtract, how to ride a
bike or play a musical instrument,
and, generally, just how to get
along in the world. But, most
importantly, parents teach their
children about God — how to talk
with him and how to lead holy
lives. By both word and example
parents teach their children to
pray, and that is essential. St. Pius
of Pietrelcina (Padre
Pio)
once
said,
“Prayer is the oxygen
for the soul.”
In today’s noisy,
fast-paced world, it
can be an extremely
difficult task to teach
children to quiet
themselves down and
listen for God’s voice.
It can be extremely
difficult to find the
time to pray together
as a family. The fact
that it is so difficult
shows
just
how
important it truly is.
If we learn when we
are young to always
start everything with
prayer and end everything with prayer —
to pray without ceasing — we will keep
10 practical tips for
our life properly
ordered and our priCatholic parents
orities straight.
Model the behavior you want to see
Ben and Rita
in your children.
Johnson, members of
All Saints Parish,
Have an open heart and be honest.
Walton, have been
married for 15 years.
Don’t depend completely on others
They have five chilto teach your children the faith.
dren — their oldest is
a boy, 12, and the rest
Teach children to pray by praying
are girls, 10, 8, 5, and a
with them.
one-year-old — so
their home is, natuRead and study the Bible together.
rally, not a quiet setHelp your children with basic logic
ting. However, they
and critical thinking skills.
have made praying
together a central
Be humble and genuine.
part of their everyday
routine.
Put God and your family before
“Finding the time
work and entertainment.
can be tricky, but I
really feel like this is
Know when to protect and when to
the most important
let go.
thing,” said Mrs.
Johnson. “It has been
Give children good Catholic mentors
a priority for us to
besides yourselves.
make our home a
sanctuary in the

(above right) Ben and Rita Johnson, members of All Saints Parish, Walton, have been married for 15 years. (above
left) They have five children — their oldest, a son, 12, and four daughters, 10, 8, 5, and a one-year-old. Praying together as a family, they say, can be a challenge but is worth the effort.
world.”
Mr. Johnson said that the family prays together in
the morning, around meals and at bedtime. They
also dedicate time during the week to reading the
Bible together.
“We also have what I call ‘triggers’ that cause us
to stop and pray,” said Mr. Johnson. “For example,
when we hear an ambulance or something the kids
will instinctively say a ‘Hail Mary’ for the people
involved. Whenever we drive by a cemetery they
know to say the
prayer for the faithfully departed. We
also say the St.
Christopher prayer
whenever we get in
the car to go somewhere.”
Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson also try to
encourage their children to pray whenever they are dealing
with something difficult. For example,
they will pray with
the children if they
get scared at night or
are worried about
something.
“I think it is good
that they have something to turn to in
those times of distress,”
said
Mr.
Johnson. “This will
hopefully help them
to foster their rela-

tionship with God and remind them to turn to him in
prayer every day.”
Mr. Johnson said that they also encourage the children
to always give thanks to God for the good they experience
and to always ask God for mercy and forgiveness in times
of trouble.
When the family sits down to pray the rosary together
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson pull out a basket of books and sacramentals that help the children focus on prayer; the older
(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)
children will take turns leading a decade of the rosary and
the younger ones will look at pictures of the mysteries as
they pray that mysteries’ decade.
Mrs. Johnson said that it can be challenging to get little
ones to sit still for prayer time or to take them to Mass on
Sunday, but she hopes that parents don’t get discouraged
by these experiences.
“Really, it just means they need more practice, not less,”
she said. Mrs. Johnson suggested making a clear connect
between church life and home life. “We try and celebrate
the liturgical seasons and feast days throughout the year.
We incorporate that into our daily prayer at home.”
When Mr. Johnson was asked what he believed to be the
greatest challenge raising Catholic children these days, he
said that it was guarding them from the secular culture.
“And I don’t mean that by way of sheltering them, but
by being able to have age-appropriate conversations and
protect their innocence,” he said. “This day and age there
are just so many things, even in shows that are supposed
to be for children, that you just have to be hyper-aware of.”
Mrs. Johnson said that the best way to combat issues
like this is to surround your children with really great
families and strong communities.
“It is really important to find people that can help you
lead them down the right path,” she said. “It’s good to discuss these things, bounce ideas off each other and pursue
holiness together. Then the children can see that it is not
just their parents embracing the faith. Other children,
friends, can affirm them in their beliefs as well, because
other parents have taken the time to help them along in
their understanding of the faith.”
Mrs. Johnson said that it is very important to talk to
children, be open and honest, and take the time to explain
things.
“Early on in our parenthood, Ben and I both realized
that when we were growing up our parents would always
say ‘Just because.’ So, we want to be open and honest with
them about how we arrive at the decisions we do. We also
want to acknowledge that others might be making different choices for their lives, but we must always do what’s
best for our family and we always want to raise our children the way we believe the Lord wants us to raise them.”
Mrs. Johnson said that it is important to remember
that we are all fallen and we are all in this together.
“As parents, I think that it is really important for us to
not feel like we always have to have it all together all the
time. This is why a community where you can be yourself
and grow is so important,” she said. “We are all called to
challenge and encourage each other through our daily
practices. This can be very difficult, but I think that it is
very life-giving and something that our world needs now
more than ever — true friendship and an openness to life.”
David Cooley is co-director and office manager of the
Office of Catechesis and Evangelization.

Pope to pharmacists: Do not become
accessories to homicide of abortion
tency and precision,” especially as their responsibilities
are often hidden and their duties “routine.”
VATICAN CITY — All health care professionals have a
The “ethical dimension” of their profession must be
right to conscientious objection, just as they have a right to
supported and protected, he said. As individuals, all phardenounce unjust harm inflicted on innocent and defensemacists handle “medicinal products that may, however,
less life, Pope Francis said.
turn into poison.”
When it comes to abortion, “I have been very clear — it
They must be vigilant to make sure their goal always is
is homicide and it is not licit to become complicit,” he told
to protect “the life of the patient in all of its aspects,” he
a group of pharmacists and other medical professionals.
said.
The pope’s remarks came during an audience at the
“You are always at the service of human life, and this
Vatican Oct. 14 with about 150 health care professionals
may, in certain cases, lead to conscientious objection,
attending a national congress sponsored by an Italian assowhich is not disloyalty, rather the opposite, (it is) loyalty to
your profession, if
validly motivated,” he
said.
The pope said there
seems to be a trend in
thinking that getting rid
of conscientious objection would be a good
idea.
However, he said,
conscientious objection
is an ethical principle
for every health care
professional, “and this
is never negotiable; it is
the ultimate responsibility” of each individual as is “the denunciation of injustices committed that harm innocent and defenseless
life.”
“It’s a very sensitive
issue that requires both
CNS photo/Vatican Media
great competence and
Pope Francis greets Fausto Bartolini, a member of an Italian association of
great integrity at the
pharmacists working in hospitals or for the government health service, during a meeting in
same time,” he added.
the Clementine Hall of the Apostolic Palace at the Vatican Oct. 14, 2021.
Speaking about the
ciation of pharmacists working in hospitals or for the govChurch’s clear stance against abortion, the pope told his
ernment health service. The Oct. 14-17 congress in Rome
audience that what they must do “is to be close” to those
was looking at the pharmacist as a “promoter and interinvolved in an unplanned pregnancy, especially the
preter of change, emergencies and planning.”
woman, “so that she does not end up thinking abortion as
The pope said the congress would be an important occaa solution because, in reality, it is not a solution.”
sion to reemphasize the importance of having a nation“You get the bill 10, 20, 30 years later,” he said, referring
wide public health care system, calling it “an essential eleto the very high emotional and psychological costs
ment for guaranteeing the common good and the social
involved.
growth of a country.”
“The throwaway culture must never undermine your
He encouraged pharmacists and those they work with
profession,” he said.
to continue to serve their patients with “patience, consisCarol Glatz
Catholic News Service
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Nearly 12,200 praying for Pelosi to have ‘change of heart’ on abortion
Julie Asher
Catholic News Service

WASHINGTON — Close to 12,200 people in the
Archdiocese of San Francisco have joined the “Rose and
Rosary for Nancy” campaign launched by Archbishop
Salvatore J. Cordileone to urge prayers for a “change of
heart” for House Speaker Nancy Pelosi on abortion.
The California Democrat, a Catholic who supports legal
abortion, represents California’s 12th Congressional
District, which is entirely within San Francisco.
Participants joined the campaign by signing a petition
at BenedictInstitute.org, and for each signer a rose was
sent to Pelosi’s office as a symbol of their “prayers and sacrifices.”
“This is a critical time in our country when we especially need to pray for our political leaders as we see our country moving more and more in the direction of the culture
of death,” Archbishop Cordileone said in a new YouTube
video ad calling on more Catholics and other people of
goodwill to join the campaign.
“Our leadership is very important so I invite you all to
join me in prayer and sacrifice for the Speaker of the
House Nancy Pelosi from here in San Francisco,” he
added.
The rose is a symbol of St. Therese of Lisieux, the
“Little Flower,” and of Mary, the “mystical rose,”
Archbishop Cordileone has noted.
“Roses have been called St. Therese’s ‘signature,’ a sign
that the petitioner’s prayer has been heard,” he said in an
earlier statement. “At this particular moment in the history of our nation, we need more than ever the intercession
of our Blessed Mother, St. Therese and all other saints who
have shown us the path to life.”
The Benedict XVI Institute, which is coordinating the
effort, committed $50,000 for a nationwide marketing campaign using digital and radio ads, including on Relevant
Radio.
“I am asking Catholics to commit to pray and fast for
conversions of hearts for members of Congress,” the archbishop said in the ads.
What prompted the campaign is Pelosi’s leadership on
the Women’s Health Protection Act, or H.R. 3755, passed by
the House in a 218-211 vote Sept. 24.
It codifies the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1973 Roe v. Wade
decision legalizing abortion nationwide. The measure
establishes the legal right to abortion on demand at any
stage of pregnancy in all 50 states under federal law.
To become law, the Senate would need to pass its version of the measure and then it would go to President Joe
Biden for his signature.
“A conversion of heart of the majority of our congressional representatives is needed on this issue, beginning
with the leader of the House, Speaker Nancy Pelosi,”
Archbishop Cordileone said in a statement Sept. 29.
Ahead of the House vote on H.R. 3755, Archbishop
Cordileone called the measure “nothing short of child sacrifice.”
At a Sept. 23 news conference, Pelosi defended her
actions on abortion.
“It’s none of our business how other people choose the
size and timing of their families,” she said in response to a
question from Erik Rosales, Capitol Hill correspondent for
EWTN News Nightly.
She said she and Archbishop Cordileone “had a disagreement about who should decide this. I believe that God
has given us a free will to honor our responsibilities.”
On Oct. 9, Pelosi had a private meeting with the pope;
she was in Rome to speak at a meeting of legislators from
around the world in preparation for the U.N. climate summit.
The Vatican released photos of Pelosi’s meeting with
the pope, but provided no details of the encounter, which
took place before Pope Francis addressed the Pre-COP26
Parliamentary Meeting.
“It was a spiritual, personal and official honor to have
an audience with His Holiness Pope Francis this morning,” Pelosi said in a statement afterward. “His Holiness’
leadership is a source of joy and hope for Catholics and for
all people, challenging each of us to be good stewards of
God’s creation, to act on climate, to embrace the refugee,
the immigrant and the poor, and to recognize the dignity
and divinity in everyone.”

At least one commentator speculated that Pope
Francis had changed his
mind about the Church’s
teaching on abortion: the
host of Newsmax TV’s
“Chris Salcedo Show,”
according to a Catholic
News Agency story.
But as CNA reported,
Archbishop
Cordileone
urged “some caution in
jumping to that conclusion” and noted Pope
Francis, like popes before
him, meets with all kinds of
political leaders.
When he launched the
rosary and fasting campaign
for
Pelosi,
Archbishop
Cordileone
noted that the congresswoman “speaks fondly” of
CNS photo/Dennis Callahan, Archdiocese of San Francisco
her five children; she also People in San Francisco deliver roses to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s office in California
has nine grandchildren.
Oct. 1, 2021. Each of the roses represents one Catholic praying a rosary and fasting on
“She clearly has a mater- Fridays through October for Pelosi’s “change of heart on abortion.”
nal heart,” Archbishop
The solution to a woman in a crisis pregnancy is not vioCordileone said. “Pope Francis has called abortion murlence but love.”
der, the equivalent of hiring a hitman to solve a problem.
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Catherine and Neil Leonard, 50
Gary and Diane Ratcliff, 50
Robert and Nancy Sterrett, 50
Gary and Irene Doering, 61
Simon and Sally Jewell, 61
Richard and Marylee
Vennemann, 62
Dan and Connie Burns, 63
Eugene and Emma Jean
Neises, 63
Douglas and Florence Pelle, 65
Ralph and Patricia Martz, 69
St. Pius X Parish, Edgewood
Matthew and Margaret
Lunsford, 1
George and Amy Beck, 25
Joe and Alix Bono, 25
Michael and Michelle Bosch, 25
Charlie and Donna Corpuz, 25
Jim and Stephanie Dietz, 25
Brian and Julie Dunham, 25
Robert and Anne Fitz, 25
John Kevin and Patricia
Gribben, 25
Gerald and Dana Kirpes, 25
Jay and Renee Krebs, 25
John and Darlene Lampe, 25
Jack and Jennifer Lenihan, 25
John and Janet Middleton, 25
Ken and Jeanne Oleynik, 25
Scott and Jessica Ruthsatz, 25
Terrence and Patricia
Schaeper, 25

Gary and Tracie Snyder, 25
Scott and Jill Tranter, 25
Laurence and Carolyn
Annear, 50
Eugene and Susan Burchell, 50
Kenneth and Diane Cooper, 50
Ronald and Gayle Diorio, 50
Stephen and Donna Gerding, 50
William and Barbara Goebel, 50
George and Anne Gripshover, 50
Steve and Jean Holbrook, 50
Stephen and Pamela Jones, 50
William and Linda Lawrence, 50
Gerald and Marlene
Moehlman, 50
Kenneth and Theresa
Roeding, 50
Harry and Linda Sonderman, 50
James and Kathleen Wulfeck, 50
Robert and Joyce Blanchet, 60
Kenneth and Mary Ann
DeGregory, 60
David and Dottie Due, 60
Gordon and Judi Knecht, 60
Thomas and Janet Mentrup, 60
Garry and Janice Neltner, 60
James and Judith Redfield, 60
James and Patty Remley, 60
Edward and Kathleen
Reynolds, 60
William and Joan Schunder, 60
Charles and Judie Stephens, 60
Bill and Barbara Griggs, 61
Daniel and Marcia Keller, 61
Leo and Virginia Knipper, 61

I want to see

Bernard and Patricia
McGrath, 61
James and Joy Nolan, 61
Robert and Carolyn Schultz, 61
W. Robert and Mary Zumbiel, 61
Edward and Maureen Bessler, 62
Grover and Donna Heuer, 62
John and Barbara Rabe, 62

1 Cor 13:8

Charles and Margaret Sensel, 62
Richard and Carroll Tabeling, 62
Bonaventure and Marilyn
Cahill, 63
Walter and Dorothy Krebs, 64
Robert and Martina Durrett, 65
Ronald and Martha
Hellmann, 65
David and Lucille Cummings, 66
William and Rosemary
Frietch, 66
Stephen and Arlene
Riesenberg, 66
Jack and Anne Steffen, 66
Frank and Patricia
Sommerkamp, 68

(Continued from page 5)

Without Jesus Christ we cannot be granted true sight
and we cannot see deeply into reality, much less clearly.
Faith pulls into an encounter with the source of all reality.
Our encounter with that reality and presence presents to
us ever further questions that push our intelligence
towards a fuller understanding of that reality and presence, with ever further doubts urging us to an ever fuller
grasp of the truth (cf. Fr. Bernard Lonergan, Insight). This
is the personal dynamic of growing in the virtue of faith;
of deepening our communion with Jesus Christ. This is
the journey of conversion to Christ, wherein we learn
who we are and what we are supposed to do.
“Master, I want to see.” Let us pray that we do.
Father Phillip W. DeVous is the pastor of St. Charles
Borromeo Parish, Flemingsburg and St. Rose of Lima
Parish, May’s Lick.

Ralph and Margaret Quitter, 62
Glenn and Irene Schmidt, 62
Bob and Polly Venneman, 62
Ron and Mary Lee Yeager, 62
Donald and Betty Gerrein, 63
Barry and RuthAnn Schoepf, 64
Charles and Janet Hegge, 65
Edward and Marian Pikar, 65

St. Therese Parish, Southgate
Edward and Deborah Boyers, 25
Charles and Tesa Carr, 25
Anthony and Doreen Fornash, 25
Ronnie and Julie Gross, 25
Kevin and Katherine
Holloway, 25
Anthony and Therese Krebs, 25
Doug and Diane Uhlenbrock, 25
Mark and Lisa Watts, 25
Larry and Marilyn Buescher, 50
Tim and Cathryn Martin, 50
Timmy and Kathleen Schultz, 50
Howard and Juanita Bittner, 61

Eugene and Mary Guilfoyle, 66
Richard and Joan Thiem, 68
St. Thomas Parish,
Ft. Thomas
Paul and Mammie Rust, 1
Andrew and Michelle Eckerle, 25
Jim and Patty Ginter, 25
John and Nancy Graham, 25
Joseph and Laura Grimme, 25
Christian and Rose
Naberhaus, 25
David and Holly Osburg, 25
Jerrod and Candice Phillipps, 25
Robert and Sue Ellen Traut, 25
Jay and Trisha Zimmerman, 25
Paul and Sandie Kremer, 50
Robert and Carla Masters, 50
James and Diane Sander, 50
Joseph and Mary Ann
Koehling, 60
George and Connie McIntyre, 60
Aloysius and Patricia Merkle, 60
Thomas and Beverly
Messmer, 61
Erwin and Judy Lauer, 63
Jerry and Carol Ling, 63
Ronald and Carol Sander, 63
Kenneth and JoAnn
Lehkamp, 64
Robert and Holli Patterson, 64

Are we like flocking birds?
(Continued from page 5)

spend our time, how we spend our money, even how we
think and feel about maybe the most important things in
our life.
We watch these people — those on our left and right,
above and below — we watch them because we want to fly
right; because we don’t want to find ourselves outside the
protection of the flock.
What I’m suggesting is that we decide what is important to us and we surround ourselves with people who
share our values, our ideals, our faith. We surround ourselves with people who live the faith that we profess so
that when we mess up, they can keep us flying right.
Yes, God made us to be social beings and he formed his
followers into a Church — a community of believers.
Some of us have been away from our church community

Thomas and Martha
Glatthaar, 65
Carl and Patricia Kattenhorn, 66
Harold and Joan Schmitz, 66
St. Timothy Parish, Union
Timothy and Debra Geers, 1
David and Maria Barnes, 25
Eric and Erika Bowles, 25
Dan and Kendal Brue, 25
Jeff and Jessica Demler, 25
Tom and JoAnn Derenthal, 25
Paul and Joanna Dierig, 25
Jeffrey and Heather Dunn, 25
Shawn and Maria Fitzmorris, 25
Andrew and Kathy Fladung, 25
Carlos and Guillermina
Garcia, 25
Robert and Erin Gebbie, 25
Carl and Catherine Gillman, 25
Matthew and Lisa Goetz, 25
Matthew and Danyel Graves, 25
Charles and Korri Iracondo, 25
Timothy and Valerie Januski, 25
Anthony and Tonya Lay, 25
Doug and Donna Linesch, 25
Kenny and Stephanie Meade, 25
Randy and Candy Miller, 25
Shannon and Stacey Oldfield, 25
Mario and Tatiana Padilla, 25
Steven and Amy Press, 25
Michael and Nicole
Richardson, 25
Dennis and Jennifer Rieman, 25
Patrick and Tawnya Romelli, 25
Troy and Michelle Runge, 25
Brian and Michelle Schlueter, 25
Robert and Stephanie Smith, 25
Shawn and Alison Snider, 25
Christopher and Regina
Spade, 25
Chad and Julie Spiering, 25
Scott and Paula Thole, 25
Todd and Nichole Wartman, 25
William and Lois Anderson, 50
Don and Vicki Degenhardt, 50
George and Beverly Eha, 50
Mary and John Hanger, 50
Daniel and Mary Hart, 50
Barton and Mary Jacobs, 50
Robert and Mary Anne
Kordenbrock, 50
Vincent and Mary Lauer, 50
Ken and Barb Lemberg, 50

Jerald and Eileen Messer, 50
Kathleen and Steven Smith, 50
Thomas and Donna
Spellman, 50
Donald and Janet Duritsch, 60
Michael and Helen Joyce
Eibel, 60
David and Susan Lohre, 60
Joseph and Joan McClure, 60
Gerald and Shirley Beatrice, 61
George and Mary Egan, 61
Edward and Jacqueline Sedor, 61
Thomas and Jayne Volz, 61
Paul and Patricia Collins, 62
James and Tina Kentley, 62
Thomas and Margaret Scally, 62
Ronald and Rosemary
Schierer, 62
John and Peggy Suetholz, 62
Kim and Barbara Bunger, 63
William and Beverly
Longshore, 63
John and Mary Ann Isler, 64
David and Kathryn Kroth, 64
James and Phyllis Yates, 64
John and Carol Lee, 65
Clifford and Judy Rolfsen, 65
Hubert and Margaret
Dupree, 66
Kenneth and Joan Frohlich, 67
Robert and Dorothy
Holzwarth, 67
Richard and Mary Middleton, 69
St. William Parish,
Williamstown
Kenneth and Olivia Cooper, 1
Ryan and Megan Weyman, 1
Troy and Amy Gutman, 25
Paul and Corrie Ziegler, 25
Anthony and Roberta Poole, 60
John and Mary Becker, 61
Orville and Mary Ann Daley, 61
Sts. Peter and Paul Parish,
California
Gilbert and Shannon Seiter, 1
Benjamin and Julie Alwell, 25
Michael and Michelle Bezold, 25
Kevin and Kimberly Carmack, 25
Paul and Tonya Hundemer, 25
Roger and Kristen Schalk, 25
Michael and Tracie Seiter, 25
Norbert and Mary Ann Seiter, 50

a long time, watching Mass on TV, on our laptops or
iPads. For a number of us — for our own health and
safety and that of the community — that is exactly
how we should be experiencing Mass.
But others have simply grown accustomed to watching
Mass from the comfort of our La-Z-Boy with a cup of coffee in one hand and a doughnut in the other. Mass is not
about coffee and doughnuts; it is about bread and wine.
Or rather it is about the body, blood, soul and divinity of
Jesus under the appearance of bread and wine. And it’s
about community. It’s about being with people who can
help us get back on track when we mess up the Nicene
Creed. It’s about surrounding ourselves with people who
live the faith that they profess so that when we mess up,
they can keep us flying right.
Deacon Timothy Britt is assigned to St. Mary Parish,
Alexandria, Ky.
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PARISH KITCHEN MANAGER

CAFETERIA STAFF
Various schools in the Diocese of Covington
currently have openings for full-time, part-time and
substitute workers. Hours would occur during the
school day. Duties include food preparation, serving
and general cleanup. Interested individuals may
contact Jackie Kaiser at jkaiser@covdio.org, or
call her at 859/392-1536.

SCHOOL CAFETERIA STAFF
St. Henry District High School cafeteria is in
need of a full-time staff member, Monday through
Friday during the school year. Duties include food
preparation, serving, daily cleanup, helping with
deliveries, and other tasks as needed. Candidates
may contact Jackie Kaiser at jkaiser@covdio.org,
or call 859-392-1536.

CLIENT SERVICES SPECIALIST
The Diocese of Covington Catholic Charities
is seeking to hire a client care services specialist.
The position is 40 hours per week. Its primary
purpose is to assist, serve and support clients and
inquirers seeking services and assistance, manage
their case files and provide customer service
through the entire process. Also, provide other
office administrative support. To apply, e-mail or
fax a letter of interest along with a C-V or
comprehensive resume with compensation history,
and a minimum of five references with their contact
email addresses, to Stephen Koplyay, SPHR at
skoplyay@covdio.org, fax 859/392-1589. Must be
practicing Catholic. Please see job posting at
https://www.covingtoncharities.org/news-events/
job-opportunities for more complete details.

The Diocese of Covington Catholic Charities
ministry is seeking to hire a Manager to oversee the
day-to-day operations of its Parish Kitchen
community outreach program. This position is full-time,
generally 5 days M-F from 7:00 am-2:00 pm. The
Manager coordinates and manages on-site activities
of the Parish Kitchen, including the deployment,
coordination, and supervision of all staff and
volunteers, and also oversees day-to-day activities in a
way consistent with its mission, values, and personnel
policies. The Manager is an advocate for those served,
providing hospitality and offering assistance in
collaboration with other social service ministries.
Candidates should be practicing Roman Catholics with
a strong background in social services and/or ministry.
Core requirements include a Bachelor’s degree in a
human service or related field, and experience in food
service operations and management. Interested
individuals should submit a detailed resume, including
at least five references, along with a cover letter and
salary history by email or fax to Stephen Koplyay, SPHR,
at skoplyay@covdio.org or 859/392-1589.

Immediate opening for a

COLLISION TECHNICIAN
Three — Five years experience.
Must have tools.
Call (513) 221-5600, ext. 0241

Call Kim at the Messenger for information on placing your ad in the Classified Advertisements. (859) 392-1500
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Educational choice program challenged but is
expected to be reinstated and available in 2022
Andrew Vandiver
Messenger Contributor

This year, the Kentucky General Assembly created one
of the most expansive educational choice programs in the
country when it passed the Education Opportunity
Account Act (EOA Act). In building the Commonwealth’s
first educational choice law, lawmakers created a program
that will give parents access to privately-donated funds to
design a learning environment as unique as their students.
The EOA Act was carefully created to serve low- and
middle-income families who felt the traditional school system wasn’t giving their children the best shot at reaching
for their full potential. When implemented, it is expected
that more than 400,000 Kentucky students will be eligible
to apply for assistance under the program.
That means a parent could receive funds to hire a tutor,
enroll their children in accelerated programs and even to
purchase textbooks and uniforms. In Kentucky’s most populous counties, parents would be able to use EOA Act
resources to cover tuition at a non-public school, which
would include faith based schools. The EOA Act represented a major first step towards leveling the playing field
between lower and middle income families and their
wealthier peers who can freely choose public and non-public options.
Unfortunately, a small group of Kentucky public school
districts challenged the program and are trying to deny
families the fruits of their hard-fought victories for educational choice. Earlier this month, Franklin County Circuit
Court Judge Philip Shepherd held that the EOA Act is
unconstitutional.
Leaders at EdChoice Kentucky firmly disagree with the
ruling. They believe the EOA Act fits squarely within
Kentucky law and has the potential to help thousands of
students to receive the education they deserve. The ruling
was disappointing, but it was not the end of the work to
help students move the head of their class. The decision
will be appealed soon and hopefully reinstated in time for
students to benefit in 2022.
Kentucky’s educational choice program may be new,

but that doesn’t mean it’s untested. These programs are
widely popular in Kentucky and nationwide. More than 20
other states have enacted similar programs with remarkable results. No state supreme court has ever found one

Andrew Vandiver, associate director for the Catholic Conference
of Kentucky and president of EdChoice Kentucky, spoke to
Catholic school principals, Oct. 20, about the educational choice
program that has been approved by General Assembly in 2021 but
is currently challenged in the courts.
unconstitutional. The U.S. Supreme Court even upheld
similar programs and dismissed some of the same types of
arguments Judge Shepherd relied upon in his ruling.
The ruling might delay the support Kentucky parents
are calling for, but it won’t stop it. Educational choice is
coming to Kentucky.
Of the many issues with Judge Shepherd’s ruling, one
particular claim sticks out as being representative of the
larger debate at hand. While he acknowledges that the

Myanmar military arrests
seven Caritas workers
YANGON, Myanmar — Myanmar’s military has arrested seven workers from the
Catholic Church’s social arm who were on a
mission to provide aid for internally displaced persons in conflict-stricken Kayah
state.
A senior official from Loikaw Diocese,
which covers Kayah state, said the soldiers
made the arrests of workers from Caritas
(Karuna) in Loikaw, the state’s capital, as the
social workers carried food and medicine Oct.
18.
“We have been providing humanitarian
assistance for the IDPs who are in dire need of
food, shelter and medicines amid tight restrictions on providing aid,” the source told
ucanews.com.
He said Church officials have been following up on the arrest of the charity workers
and trying to gain their release.
It’s not uncommon in the region for the
military to burn civilians’ homes, kill civilians and make arbitrary arrests in the predominantly Christian region, according to
Church sources.
The Church has played a major role in providing humanitarian assistance to those displaced within the country who have taken
refuge in churches, convents and makeshift
camps since fighting flared up in May.
At least 10 parishes in Loikaw Diocese

have been affected by the recent conflict,
which has displaced more than 100,000 people,
including Catholics. The diocese is responding to the needs of around 70,000 displaced
people, ucanews.com reported.
Providing aid remains difficult due to tight
restrictions, road blockages and checkpoints
by the military, according to aid workers.
The number of internally displaced persons has increased recently following intense
fighting between the military and the combined forces of the Karenni Army and local
defense forces in Kayah and neighboring
Shan state.
The arrests of the social workers came
just seven days after Immaculate Conception
Church in Phruso township was hit by military artillery fire. Five Catholic churches
have been damaged by artillery shelling in
Loikaw Diocese, while a church and Marian
shrine were damaged in Pekhon Diocese during a five-month period.
Kayah, a remote and mountainous state, is
regarded as a stronghold of Catholicism in
the Buddhist-majority country. About 90,000
Catholics live in the state with a population of
355,000.
The conflict sparked by the Feb. 1 coup has
forced more than 240,000 people out of their
homes, triggering a humanitarian crisis.

EOA program would benefit many Kentucky students,
Judge Shepherd seemingly suggests that these students
wouldn’t need a choice if only the legislature put more
funding into public schools.
This type of logic presumes that all children are alike
and gives little weight to what parents might believe is in
the best interest of their children. Parents know their children and should be in a position to find the classroom
where they will thrive regardless of their income. They
should be able to weigh a variety of considerations in making that choice, including how
the school will impact their children’s academic, social, spiritual
and character development.
Further, the Court’s reasoning presents a false choice.
Giving families a choice in education doesn’t prevent public schools from succeeding. To the contrary, the vast
majority of research shows that public school student outcomes have improved in states with educational choice
policies. It is commonsense: students do better when parents are able to choose the educational setting that best
meets their child’s needs.
It is also worth noting that the EOA Act did not take one
penny from Kentucky’s education budget. In fact, the
Kentucky General Assembly dramatically increased public school funding at the same time that they passed the
EOA Act.
Even as the fight to reinstate the EOA Act continues in
the courts, EdChoice Kentucky will keep working to get
schools, local nonprofits and parents ready for the day that
this program is available. EdChoice Kentucky will keep
advocating until the next generation has access to the
opportunities to help them succeed.
Perhaps more than ever, parents are engaged in the conversations surrounding what and how their children
learn. The work to give families more choice is only just
getting started, and it can’t let up now. The work continues
to ensure that the EOA program is implemented and
expanded where needed. This will only happen with the
help of Kentuckians. Stay engaged by signing up for
EdChoice KY’s newsletter at www.educateky.com and follow on social media. This is only the beginning.
Andrew Vandiver is the associate director of the Catholic
Conference of Kentucky and the president of EdChoice
Kentucky.

Protecting God’s Children for Adults
Virtual Safe Environment Trainings
For all employees and
volunteers of the Diocese of
Covington who in any way
provide a safe environment
for children.
Step 1: Contact
parish/school institution
leader to review the Policies
and Procedures and fill out
the Application and
Acceptance Forms.
Step 2: Go to
www.virtus.org and click on
Registration. Follow the
prompts to create an account
and to request a background
check. Selection.com is a
secure site; the background
check is posted on your
account and you receive a
copy if you request it during
the registration process. You
will sign up for a virtual VIRTUS class during the registration.
Step 3: Join the
virtual VIRTUS session. The
day before the session, you
will receive an e-mail with 4

documents attached to print.
On the day of the session you
will receive an invitation to
join the session. No children,
please.
Step 4: Your account
becomes active when your
background check, VIRTUS
session and Acceptance Form
are posted on your account.
You will receive 12 bulletins
per year. You will receive
e-mail notices at
system@pub.virtus.org unless
your computer program blocks
them.
Bulletin:
n October bulletin: posted
Sunday, Oct. 3; due Tuesday,
Nov. 2.

VIRTUS Training
Play Like A Champion
Elementary Coach Training
n Thursday, Nov. 11, 6–9 p.m.,
St Agnes, Ft. Wright,
Murphy Hall
How to access
Virtual training
- Go to www.virtus.org
- Enter id and password
- Click on Live Training on left
column
- Click on pre-register for an
upcoming session
- Choose your training
Note: If your Training Tab is
missing or you cannot access
your account, contact your
parish, school or institution.

If your Virtus account is
For other difficulties, contact
inactivated please contact your Marylu Steffen at (859) 392-1500
primary location for assistance. or msteffen@covdio.org.
To login: www.virtus.org,
enter user id and password.
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ENTERTAINMENT
“Mass” (Bleeker Street) Understated, strikingly realistic drama exploring the emotional impact of a school
shooting on those left behind. In his feature debut, writerdirector
Fran
Kranz adroitly
depicts
the
i n t e n s e
encounter
between the parents of the perpetrator and those
of one of his victims. Kranz’s strategy of feeding the audience information in little bits and bites pays off as viewers
are made to feel like fly-on-the-wall witnesses to the naturalistic ebb and flow of conversation as well as the interior
ups-and-downs evoked by the gathering. Beyond its setting
on the premises of a small-town Episcopal church, the film
does not explicitly place the sufferings of its principals
within a religious context. Yet, simply by his choice of a
title, Kranz seems to imply that God is present with the
protagonists as they experience and express, on the one
hand, their confusion and anguish and, on the other, their
openness, empathy and willingness to forgive. Mature
themes, a single crude term. CNS: A-II; MPAA: PG-13.

Movie
Capsule

“Venom: Let There Be Carnage” (Columbia) The
sequel to 2018’s “Venom,” directed by Andy Serkis, is two
films in one: a raucous buddy comedy about an investigative journalist and the eponymous alien lizard learning to
coexist, and a loud and violent action thriller with multiple villains, all worthy of the Marvel comic source material. An encounter with a serial killer on death row spawns
a rival alien symbiote which goes on a rampage, laying
waste to much of San Francisco as the creature searches
for a childhood sweetheart and tries to destroy his alien

rival. Stylized violence and gore, a few instances of profanity and one crude gesture. CNS: A-III; MPAA: PG-13.
"Halloween Kills" (Universal) Together with his script
collaborators, Scott Teems and Danny McBride, director
and co-writer David Gordon Green makes a ponderous
effort to dignify this slaughterfest with a message about
mass hysteria, the danger of mobs and vigilantism. As a
result, the follow-up to his 2018 reboot of a 40-year-old horror series alternates between revolting violence and inept
attempts at social resonance. So the battle again joined
between unstoppable killer Michael Myers and the sole
survivor of his long-ago first rampage, backed up by her
daughter, granddaughter and a veteran local deputy who's
been chasing the murderer since he was a rookie registers
as a defeat on multiple fronts. Hideous gory violence, gruesome images, drug use, several instances each of profanity
and milder swearing, frequent rough and crude language,
a naked corpse, an obscene gesture. CNS: O; MPAA: R.
"The Last Duel" (20th Century)
Grim historical drama recounting
the friendship-turned-bitter-rivalry
of two warriors in 14th-century
France, a feud that culminated in a
trial by combat after the former's
wife publicly accused the latter of
raping her. Director Ridley Scott's
adaptation of Eric Jager's 2004 factbased book successively tells the
story from each of the principals' perspectives and the needless repetition
of the scene of assault is only one of
the features that make his film a challenging production fit for only the

hardiest grown-ups. Much harsh, gory violence, gruesome
images, strong sexual content, including rape, frivolously
treated aberrant behavior, semi-graphic marital lovemaking and full nudity, a few mild oaths, about a half-dozen
rough terms, at least one crass expression. CNS: L; MPAA:
R.

"No Time to Die" (MGM/United Artists) Trickery vies
with trust in Daniel Craig's fifth big-screen outing as Ian
Fleming's iconic spy James Bond. As Agent 007 experiences romantic complications in his relationship with his
latest girlfriend, he also has to contend with the schemes of
two villains, a rift between the British and American intelligence authorities, a dark secret being harbored by his
boss and competition from a younger operative. While the
once notoriously promiscuous protagonist now yearns for
a stable home life, a couple of situations in which he exacts
revenge on his enemies, together with the dramatically
powerful but morally problematic conclusion of director
Cary Joji Fukunaga's world-traversing saga, muddy the
ethical waters. So this long, sprawling,
action-packed and unapologetically
For full reviews of each of these films
escapist fantasy demands careful discernment on the part of those viewers
— go to catholicnews.com and click
inclined to look below its glossy surface.
on “Extras,” then choose “Movies.”
Mature themes, including vengeance,
Catholic News Service (CNS)
suicide and an out-of-wedlock birth,
classifications are:
much stylized violence, brief gory
images, premarital cohabitation and
• A-I — general patronage;
sensuality, partial nudity, vague refer• A-II — adults and adolescents;
ences to homosexuality, a few profani• A-III — adults;
ties, a handful of milder oaths, at least
one instance each of rough and crude
• L — limited adult audience;
language. CNS: A-III; MPAA: PG-13.
• O — morally offensive.

Complete Line of Lumber and Building Materials
Latonia Ave. at 35th St. • Covington KY • 581-0400
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‘1000 Prayer Corner Challenge’ — your own
little corner of the world dedicated to prayer
Katie Schroeder
Editorial assistant pro tem

In this Year of the Family, the
Covington Diocese’s Office of
Catechesis and Evangelization has initiated the “1000 Prayer Corner
Challenge,” encouraging families to
create a space in their homes specifically dedicated to prayer. Whether it be
a corner, a shelf, or an entire room,
having a dedicated space for prayer is
a way to help bring order to one’s life,
and from that order, peace.
Considering the current chaotic
times, peace is very much needed.
Often people wonder, “How can I make
the world better?” A place to start is
within our own families, and the best
place for families to start is with
prayer.
“Praying as a family is one of the
best ways to bring peace into the family, because it orders the whole family
towards what’s most important … it’s a physical, tangible
sign of God’s presence in the home, and it’s a physical, tangible reminder to pray, individually and as a family,” said Brad
Torline, associate director of the Office of Catechesis and
Evangelization.
Physical reminders, Mr. Torline said, help us to remember
what’s important; all of the things we prioritize in life, such
as eating, sleeping, exercising and entertainment, take up a
physical space in our homes. But what if there was a place in
our homes specifically dedicated to prayer? Imagine what a
difference it would make if 1000 households in the Diocese of
Covington rededicated their families to prayer by creating a

physical space for it.
In order to help families make a
space for prayer, The Office of
Catechesis and Evangelization provided a short guide:
— Pick a spot. Say a prayer asking
for help and then choose a place in
your home that you think would be
conducive to prayer.
— Make the space sacred. Use
sacred images, a crucifix, or statues.
Consider adding candles, flowers or
holy water — anything that makes it
easier for you to pray.
— Make the space comfortable —
but not too comfortable. You want to
be able to relax and feel a sense of
“retreating” from the world, but you
also want to stay awake.
— Place spiritual reading, a
rosary, and a journal near your
prayer corner so they are easily
accessible when you go to pray.
— Consecrate the space — pray there often, both on your
own and together as a family. Encourage friends and visitors
to do the same. The more often the space is used for prayer,
the more it will feel like a sacred space.
— Decorate the space according to the liturgical season
and feast days of the Church.
After creating this space, gather your family together and
consecrate it by praying the Consecration to the Holy Family.
Finally, send a picture of your prayer corner, or better yet,
your family praying at the prayer corner, to
PrayerCorner@CovDio.Org, along with your name and
address. Everyone who participates will receive an image of

O Lord Jesus, you lived in the home of Mary
and Joseph in Nazareth. There you grew in
age, wisdom and grace as you prepared to fulfill your mission as our Redeemer. We entrust
our family to you.
O Blessed Mary, you are the Mother of our
Savior. At Nazareth you cared for Jesus and
nurtured him in the peace and joy of your
home. We entrust our family to you.
O Saint Joseph, you provided a secure and loving home for Jesus and Mary, and gave us a
model of fatherhood while showing us the dignity of work. We entrust our family to you.
Holy Family, we consecrate ourselves and our
family to you. May we be completely united in
a love that is lasting, faithful and open to the
gift of new life. Help us to grow in virtue, to
forgive one another from our hearts, and to
live in peace all our days. Keep us strong in
faith, persevering in prayer, diligent in our
work, and generous toward those in need. May
our home, O Holy Family, truly become a
domestic church where we reflect your example in our daily life. Amen. Jesus, Mary and
Joseph, pray for us!
Prayer composed by Archbishop William E. Lori of
Baltimore for the Knights of Columbus

the Holy Family blessed by Bishop John Iffert.
For more information, visit CovDio.Org/Family or call
(859) 392-1500 and ask for the Office of Catechesis and
Evangelization.
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Church must respect other cultures, not impose itself
Junno Arocho Esteves
Catholic News Service

VATICAN CITY — Christian freedom means respecting
other cultures and traditions rather than finding ways to
impose “one’s own model of life as though it were the most
evolved and the most appealing,” Pope Francis said.
“How many errors have been made in the history of
evangelization by seeking to impose a single cultural
model,” the pope said Oct. 13 during his weekly general
audience in the Paul VI audience hall.
“At times, even violence was not spared to make a single
point of view prevail. In this way, the Church has been
deprived of the richness of many local expressions that
the cultural traditions of entire peoples bring with them.
But this is the exact opposite of Christian freedom,” he
said.
The pope continued his series of talks on St. Paul’s
Letter to the Galatians by reflecting on the freedom from
slavery to sin and death that comes from Christ’s death
and resurrection.
St. Paul’s assertion is that freedom, given to humanity
through grace and love, is “the supreme and new law of
Christian life,” which “opens us up to welcoming every
people and culture, and at the same time opens every people and culture to a greater freedom,” Pope Francis said.
For the apostle, the pope said, welcoming faith
“involves renouncing not the heart of cultures and traditions, but only that which may hinder the newness and
purity of the Gospel.”
The “freedom obtained through the death and resurrection of the Lord does not enter into conflict with cultures
or with the traditions we have received, but rather introduces into them a new freedom, a liberating novelty, that of
the Gospel,” he said.
Through baptism, he continued, Christians obtain the
freedom that “enables us to acquire the full dignity of children of God,” opening them to the “universalism of faith”

CNS photo/Vatican Media

Pope Francis takes a selfie with a newly married couple during his general audience in the Paul VI hall at the Vatican Oct. 13, 2021.
while remaining “firmly anchored in our cultural roots.”
Pope Francis said that St. Paul’s vision of freedom was
enlightened by Jesus, who “united himself in some way
with every person.”
Christians, he said, have “the duty to respect the cultural origin of every person, placing them in a space of freedom that is not restricted by any imposition dictated by a
single predominant culture.”
“This is the meaning of calling ourselves Catholics, of

speaking of the Catholic Church. It is not a sociological
denomination to distinguish us from other Christians;
Catholic is an adjective that means universal,” the pope
explained.
“It means that the Church contains in herself, in her
very nature, an openness to all peoples and cultures of all
times, because Christ was born, died and rose again for
everyone,” he said.
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Justice Department asks Supreme
Court to block Texas abortion law
WASHINGTON — The Texas abortion law — banning abortions after six weeks of pregnancy — continues to have the
Supreme Court’s attention more than a month after the
nation’s high court ruled against blocking the law. In the most
recent development, the Justice Department filed a brief Oct.
18 asking the court to block enforcement of the state’s abortion
law by reinstating a decision by a federal District Court judge
in early October who called the law unconstitutional and temporarily blocked it. The Oct. 18 brief, filed by Acting Solicitor
General Brian Fletcher, asked the justices to treat this petition
as one that would need full review by the court, not something
to be determined in what has been described as the shadow
docket for emergency requests. He stressed the current Texas
law has “successfully nullified” Supreme Court decisions
about abortion “within its borders” since the court has previously ruled that states cannot restrict abortion before viability,
or 24 weeks of pregnancy. In December, the court will take up a
Mississippi ban on abortion after 15 weeks of pregnancy.
Hours after the Justice Department’s action, the Supreme
Court announced it was considering taking up the abortion
providers’ challenge to the state’s abortion law even before a
decision on this case is made by a federal appellate court.

Migrant shelter in southern Mexico
denounces raid by armed individuals
MEXICO CITY — A Catholic migrant shelter in southern
Chiapas state said unidentified individuals forced their way
into the premises — the latest act of intimidation against
migrant defenders in the region. A statement from a collective
of human rights groups and the Casa Betania Santa Martha
shelter said eight individuals claiming to be from the state
prosecutor’s office — all armed, but with no IDs — arrived at
the premises on the evening of Oct. 12, demanding entrance to
check on the whereabouts of a missing child. The armed individuals gained entrance after threatening staff, and several
pointed their weapons at a psychologist, forcing her to provide

information from the shelter register. A migrant not identified
for safety reasons was also threatened. The person’s phone was
reviewed by the armed individuals. The armed individuals left
after not finding the supposed missing child, according to the
statement. Local police and civil protection officials also
appeared on the scene, but did nothing. In an interview with
Catholic News Service, Franciscan Sister Diana Muñoz, shelter
director, said another group of 14 individuals returned Oct. 15
dressed in municipal police uniforms — after the Franciscan
sisters managing the shelter had left for the day. The uniformed men said they were responding to reports of the incursions at the shelter. The shelter’s doorman, Sister Muñoz said,
recognized four people from the previous armed incursion.

Cries of Haitian people ‘cannot go
unheeded,’ Vatican official says
VATICAN CITY — The world can no longer ignore the suffering of the people of Haiti, an island that has been exploited
and pillaged by wealthier nations for centuries, said
Archbishop Vincenzo Paglia, president of the Pontifical
Academy for Life. In an op-ed written following his Oct. 17-19
visit to the Caribbean nation, Archbishop Paglia hoped that
countries, including those in Europe, can “return to walk
together with this people, abandoning the terrible role of colonizers and assuming the friendly role of fellow travelers. The
cry for help of a nation cannot go unheeded, especially by
Europe, which over the centuries has divided, plundered and
finally abandoned this wonderful island,” he said. Archbishop
Paglia’s visit to Haiti was the final leg of his visit to the
Caribbean, which included visits to Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic Oct. 12-16. The Oct. 16 kidnapping of 17
Christian missionaries was the latest sign of the deteriorating
circumstances in the country following the assassination of
Haitian President Jovenel Moise in July and a devastating
magnitude 7.2 earthquake in August.

Teens, priests, pastoral workers and
nun among martyrs beatified in Spain
CÓRDOBA, Spain — More than 100 victims of Spain’s 19361939 civil war moved a step closer to sainthood after being beatified as martyrs for the faith. They included two teenage boys

as well as an 88-year-old nun who died of bullet wounds after
being tied to a window as a human shield. More than 3,000 people gathered Oct. 16 for the beatification Mass in Córdoba’s
sixth-century cathedral for Father Juan Elías Medina and 126
fellow martyrs, all killed by anti-clerical forces at the start of
the four-year conflict. The Mass brought to more than 2,000 the
number beatified or canonized from the Spanish conflict, during which 2,000 churches were destroyed and up to 8,000
Catholic clergy and religious order members killed, along with
a dozen bishops and tens of thousands of lay Catholics. Father
Medina, from Castro del Río, was arrested in July 1936 while
serving as rector of his home parish and was shot with 14 others at the town’s cemetery, after assuring his mother in a letter,
found in his breviary, that he was “dying content.” The
Córdoba Diocese said the 33-year-old priest had been noted for
work among the poor and sick and had refused to deny his
priesthood while held in a town hall basement. It added that
the “brutal executions” had formed “part of a climate of persecution imposed by republican militia against all those daring
to profess membership of the church.”

U.N. nuncio denounces nuclear weapons,
other weapons of mass destruction
UNITED NATIONS — The world’s leaders “cannot allow”
themselves to be “spectators to violence and war, to brothers
killing brothers, as if we were watching games from a safe distance,” Archbishop Gabriele Caccia told a U.N. committee session discussing nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction Oct. 13. “The lives of peoples are not playthings. We
cannot be indifferent onlookers,” the Vatican’s permanent
observer to the United Nations added. The archbishop, quoting
Pope Francis’ encyclical “Fratelli Tutti, on Fraternity and Social
Friendship,” also stressed that world leaders should never forget
the people “who have suffered the effects of atomic radiation or
chemical attacks.” He also reiterated the pope’s assessment
about the immorality of not just using but also possessing
nuclear weapons, “since the intrinsic intentionality of having
nuclear weapons is the threat to use them.” It is time for nuclear
weapon stockpiles to “be definitively capped,” he emphasized.
“Our world is so interconnected that all nuclear weapons, wherever they may be, must be eliminated in the shortest feasible
time, lest accident or miscalculation lead to catastrophic humanitarian and environmental consequences,” he said.

